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Here at PKS Distribution, we are dedicated to the enjoyment of kitesurfing at every level.
Our location in Portland Texas, right on Corpus Christi Bay, the most consistently
windy place on average in the US affords us the ability to ride nearly every day of the
year. We are rider-owned and operated and dedicated to the development of the sport,
working closely with many manufacturers of kite equipment and accessories to develop
our sport in a safe and performance-oriented manner. Born out of a small kite
production operation started by Jeff Howard, PKS Distribution has progressed into a
distributor and design team for high end kiteboarding products.
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Universal Pigtails
PKS Universal Pigtails V3 - Universal pigtails are uniquely
designed to allow for either a loop to loop or loop to knot
configuration with a single pigtail. Simply larks head the loop end
of the pigtail onto the end of your fly lines or directly to the bridles
on the kite and you're all set to connect to the loop or knot on the
other side, making a nearly kook-proof connection point.

Features:
- 6 Inches Loop-Loop Length
- Integrated Double Overhand Knot
- Full Length splice secured with precision micro -stitching
- 100% High Strength Low Wear Spectra Line
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PKS Universal Race Pigtail Set
The new PKS Universal Race Pigtail is the newest
pigtail from PKS Distribution for the lightest weight
and lowest parasitic drag universal connection between
kite and bar. Universal race pigtails are uniquely
designed to allow for either a loop to loop or loop to
knot configuration with a single pigtail. Simply larks
head the loop end of the pigtail onto the end of your fly
lines and you will have both a loop and knot on all 4
lines allowing you to connect to any kite.

Features:
-

Double Overhand Knot
Smallest profile pigtail available
Full length splice
100% Made In USA
1124lb Elite 99 Line



PKS Stainless Steel Ring
Ultralight / Race Pigtail Set
PKS Stainless Steel Ring Ultralight / Race Pigtail Set
The new PKS Stainless Steel Ring Ultralight / Race
Pigtail is the newest pigtail from PKS Distribution for
the lightest weight and lowest parasitic drag universal
connection between kite and bar. Stainless Steel Ring
race pigtails are uniquely designed to allow for very
secure connection using Fly Line only connections.
Simply larks head the loop end of the Kite pigtail onto
the stainless steel ring for a secure connection.

Features:
-

Micro Stainless Steel Ring
Smallest profile pigtail available
Full length splice
100% Made In USA
1124lb Elite 99 Line



PKS Loop - Loop Pigtail Set
New From PKS - Standard Loop-Loop Pigtail Set
Clean, Easy, Versatile
Made In USA

Features:
-6 Inches Loop-Stopper Ball Length
-1” Loops
-Full Length splice secured with precision micro stitching
-100% High Strength Low Wear Spectra Line



PKS Quick Connect Pigtail
With Stopper Ball
New From PKS - Quick Connect Pigtail Set w/Stopper
*Sold Individually
Designed to be used with Wing leashes for a quick
connect and removal from one wing to another. No
need to have a leash for every wing, just easily move
your leash from wing to wing using the Quick Connect
pigtail with stopper ball.
Features:
-4 Inches Loop-Stopper Ball Length
-16mm Ronstan Stopper Ball
-Full Length splice secured with precision
micro stitching
-100% High Strength Low Wear Spectra Line
-Sold Individually


Kook Proof
PKS Kook Proof Pigtail set is the perfect way to
replace worn pigtails or to adapt almost any bar to
a kite. They are made of spectra leader line and
designed for quick and simple installation saving
you money and time off the water.

Features:
Preset knots for multiple line length adjustments
Pull-tabs for ease of use
Color coded inside and outside
lines
Includes 8 individual pigtails
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Universal Adjustable
The new PKS Adjustable Universal Pigtail is the
latest and greatest pigtail for a universal
connection between kite and bar. These pigtails are
similar to our classic universal pigtail, but are
made extra-long and feature a moveable figure-8
knot to allow for adjusting the pigtail length. This
is great if your lines settle to different lengths and
you need to tune them to get them to be all the
same length.
Features:
Adjustable from 6-9 Inches
100% Spectra Line
Available as a Set of 4 or a set of 2
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XL Universal Adjustable
The new XL PKS Adjustable Universal Pigtail is the
latest and greatest pigtail for a universal
connection between kite and bar. These pigtails are
similar to our classic universal pigtail, but are
made extra-long and feature a moveable figure-8
knot to allow for adjusting the pigtail length. This
is great if your lines settle to different lengths and
you need to tune them to get them to be all the
same length.
Features:
Adjustable from 9-12 Inches
100% Spectra Line
Available as a Set of 4 or a set of 2
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Ozone OEM Pigtails
Ozone replacement pigtails for a 4-line kite. These
pigtails connect to the bridle lines coming off the kite
and allow you to hook up your flying lines. These work
with all Ozone 4-line kites.
Set includes 4 pieces with:
Pull-tabs for ease of use
Color coded and numbered inside and outside lines
1 blue loop-loop pigtail
1 red loop-loop pigtail
2 grey loop-knot pigtails
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Ozone OEM Race Pigtails

Standard Race Pigtail Set
Ozone replacement race pigtails. These pigtails
connect to the end of the race flying lines and
allow you to hook up your flying lines to the
pigtails on the kite.
Pigtails are made of Fly Line to minimize parasitic
drag.
Includes:
2 - Loop-Loop Pigtails
2- Loop-Knot Pigtails
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Ozone OEM Pro (3 Knot) Race Pigtails
Pro Race Pigtail Set
Ozone Pro Race 3 Knot race pigtails. These
pigtails connect to the end of the race flying lines
and allow you to hook up your flying lines to the
pigtails on the kite. These have 3 different knots
for easy tuning of your kite.
Pigtails are made of Fly Line to minimize parasitic
drag.
Includes:
2 - Loop-Loop Pigtails
2- Loop- 3 Knot Pigtails
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Custom or Brand Specific Pigtails
We can make many different
types or styles of Pigtails from
Sheathed Dyneema pigtails for
Airush and Duotone, to short
Spectra Pigtails with pull tabs for
Slingshot.
We can also make just about
anything for your specific
application that you might need.
If you can draw it for us, we can
make it for you.
For custom requests, Call Joey @
361-977-2041
or E-Mail
joey@pksdistribution.com

Duotone Pigtail Set

Airush Outside Line
Pigtails
Back to Index/Shortcuts

Ronstan Orbit Block
The Ronstan Orbit Block kite pulley is perfect for
anyone tired of going through pulleys or the danger of
failing pulleys. Though very similar in size to standard
pulleys, the Orbit Block is way stronger with a 1200
pound rating. The Orbit Block is a ball bearing pulley,
which will keep it freely spinning much longer than
standard plastic wheel and axle pulleys that jam up
easily, causing wear on your bridle lines. These pulleys
come standard with our custom-stitched line going
through the pulley. The loop is dual purpose
providing a connection to a kite line and if there is a
failure you can still maintain control of the kite and
there will be no wear on your bridle!
Pigtail Options:
Standard Loop
Cabrinha Pigtail Loop
Naish Pigtail
Wainman
Custom (to your specs)

Shown with Standard Loop
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Ronstan Shock Block Sheavless Pulley
The Ronstan Shock Block Sheaveless Pulley is only 7/8" long,
yet it is very strong, super lightweight, and designed for
performance.
Specifications:
Weight: 2.50 g (.01 oz)
Maximum working load: 175 kg (385 lb)
Breaking load: 350 kg (770 lb)
Length: 22.9 mm (7/8")
Width: 14.9 mm (9/16")
Depth: 8.5 mm (5/16")
Line capacity: 1.4-5.0 mm (1/16"-3/16")
Optimum line capacity: 1.4-3.0 mm (1/16"-1/8")
Pigtail Options:
No Pigtail
Standard Loop
Cabrinha Pigtail Loop
Naish Pigtail
Wainman
Custom (to your specs)
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Ronstan Standard Bridle Pulley
The Ronstan Bridle pulley is lightweight and durable. The
pulley is made with a plastic barrel to reduce rust and wear.
Always check pulleys for wear and tear. Replace when
needed. A broken or jammed pulley can destroy a bridle
line.
Found on most kites that use a pulley system
Pigtail Options:
No Pigtail
Standard Loop
Cabrinha Pigtail Loop
Naish Pigtail
Wainman
Custom (to your specs)

Black

Grey

Red
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Ronstan Low Friction Bridle Ring/Slider
The Ronstan Low Friction Ring Pulley provides
outstanding strength to weight solution where the absolute
minimum friction of a ball bearing block is not required.
The Ronstan Low Friction Rings are machined from high
grade aluminum with a durable low friction anodized
coating. Suits line diameter up to 4.5mm

Pigtail Options:
No Pigtail
Standard Loop
Cabrinha Pigtail Loop
Naish Pigtail
Wainman
Custom (to your specs)
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Leashes

Click here to Shop This Catagory at
www.pksdistribution.com

PKS MINI Slider Leash:

The MINI Slider Leashes are push-away leashes
that are fully releasable under load by pushing the
soft foam handle. The high-strength webbing
eliminates material breakdown found in Neoprene
leashes, and the internal bungee helps to absorb
the shock of full flag-out when you release your
chickenloop. Simple pin system is easy to reload
that leash. These also have removable carabiner
clips on each end so it's very easy to replace them if
they ever have problems.
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Slider Handle-Pass Leash

PKS Slider Handle-Pass Leashes are pushaway leashes that are fully releasable under
load by pushing the soft foam handle. The
high-strength webbing eliminates material
breakdown found in Neoprene leashes, and
the internal bungee helps to absorb the
shock of full flag-out when you release your
chickenloop. Simple pin system is easy to
reload that leash. These also have
removable carabiner clips on each end so
it's very easy to replace them if they ever
have problems.
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Micro Leash

There's a new quick release system on
the market aimed at keeping it as
simple as possible: the PKS KISS Loop.
Weighing in at 0.8 ounces, it's one of
the lightest kite leashes on the market.
Jeff Howard is always working on new
things and his most recent project is
designing the most simple quick release
the kite industry has seen. It's
recommended for experienced kiters
who want to build the most minimal
and easy to use bar setup for foiling and
light wind use.
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Dakine Shorty Leash

Dakine releases the new Kite Leash Shorty!
·· Stainless steel trigger snap with padded cover
·· 1/4" (6.5MM) highest quality urethane DuraCord for maximum strength
·· Molded Opti-Flex Leash ends for maximum
durability
·· Push away disconnect attachment 25"(64cm)
Length
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Ozone Leashes
Short Leash V2

Handlepass Leash v2

Stainless Steel clip, Push-Away release, Simple re-load, Neoprene clip cover

Back To Index/Shortcuts

Control Bars

Click here to Shop This Catagory at
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PKS Standard Control Bar
PKS Kite Control Bar
Eva covered control bar with a polished
center hole for smooth movement on
chicken loop lines.
Bar can be ordered with or without leader
lines. We can also make the leader lines to
your specification.
Compatable with KISS system.
Sizes:
Small (43cm)
Standard (50cm)
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Ozone Contact Water Bar V4
A push-away quick release with an innovative one-step
Click-In reload function that is incredibly intuitive. The
release handle fits comfortably in the hand, it is quick and
easy to activate the release by pushing the handle away. A
self-positioning release mechanism locates automatically,
ready to be re-loaded by simply ‘clicking’ in the loop. The
Click-In Loop is AFNOR NF S52-503 certified.

Features:
• Innovative Click-In Loop
• Two Release Modes
• Three Loop Size Options
• Spinning Head with Anti-twist Flag Out Line
• Soft Bar Ends with Leader Line Adjustment
• Stainless Steel Leader Line Pin
• Light Weight Aluminium Centre Piece
• Ergonomic EVA Grip
• PU Covered De-power Line
• Stainless Steel Trimmer Bracket
• Clamcleat Trimmer
• Re-launch Balls

Sizes:
38cm / 45cm / 50cm / 55cm / 62cm
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Ozone Compact Water Bar V4
A push-away quick release with an innovative one-step Click-In
reload function that is incredibly intuitive. The release handle fits
comfortably in the hand, it is quick and easy to activate the release by
pushing the handle away. A self-positioning release mechanism
locates automatically, ready to be re-loaded by simply ‘clicking’ in the
loop. The Click-In Loop is AFNOR NF S52-503 certified.
Compact Version:
A clean and simple design for riders with a shorter reach and small
kites, with an easy-to-use trim system and featuring our latest
innovation - The Click-in Loop. 38cm, 45cm and 50cm Bar options Compact de-power throw with a small size molded Harness Loop to
bring the bar closer to your body
Features:
• Innovative Click-In Loop
• Two Release Modes
• Three Loop Size Options
• Spinning Head with Anti-twist Flag Out Line
• Soft Bar Ends with Leader Line Adjustment
• Stainless Steel Leader Line Pin
• Light Weight Aluminium Centre Piece
• Ergonomic EVA Grip
• PU Covered De-power Line
• Stainless Steel Trimmer Bracket
• Clamcleat Trimmer
• Re-launch Balls

Sizes:
38cm / 45cm / 50cm
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Ozone Contact Foil Bar V4
A push-away quick release with an innovative one-step Click-In
reload function that is incredibly intuitive. The release handle fits
comfortably in the hand, it is quick and easy to activate the release
by pushing the handle away. A self-positioning release mechanism
locates automatically, ready to be re-loaded by simply ‘clicking’ in
the loop. The Click-In Loop is AFNOR NF S52-503 certified.
Foil Brake Handle:
This easy to grab handle makes inflation, self-landing and reverse
launch easier. Always use the Brake Handle when flying a foil kite.
The Brake Handle is removable to use the control system with an
inflatable kite.
Features:
Innovative Click-In Loop
Two Release Modes
Three Loop Size Options
Spinning Head with Anti-twist Flag Out Line
Soft Bar Ends with Leader Line Adjustment
Stainless Steel Leader Line Pin
Light Weight Aluminium Centre Piece
Ergonomic EVA Grip
PU Covered De-power Line
Stainless Steel Trimmer Bracket
Clamcleat Trimmer
Re-launch Balls

Sizes:
38cm / 45cm / 50cm / 55cm / 62cm
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Ozone Contact Race Bar V4
A push-away quick release with an innovative one-step Click-In
reload function that is incredibly intuitive. The release handle fits
comfortably in the hand, it is quick and easy to activate the release
by pushing the handle away. A self-positioning release mechanism
locates automatically, ready to be re-loaded by simply ‘clicking’ in
the loop. The Click-In Loop is AFNOR NF S52-503 certified.
Double Pulley Trim System:
The Double Pulley system offers precise trimming on the go with
ease. The long trim line allows the rider to easily trim while hiked
out, maintaining maximum power against the foil/fins..
Features:
Innovative Click-In Loop
Two Release Modes
Three Loop Size Options
Spinning Head with Anti-twist Flag Out Line
Soft Bar Ends with Leader Line Adjustment
Stainless Steel Leader Line Pin
Light Weight Aluminium Centre Piece
Ergonomic EVA Grip
PU Covered De-power Line
Stainless Steel Trimmer Bracket
Clamcleat Trimmer
Re-launch Balls

Sizes:
38cm / 45cm /
50cm / 55cm /
62cm
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Flysurfer Infinity XX Control bar
The classic FLYSURFER Control Bar System with automatic
untwisting function has proven its ground for many years. The slim
INFINITY XX transmits your movements with high precision! It
immediately reacts to your steering impulse and gives you a
strikingly sporty feeling. The slick Control Bar is especially for
riders who want to get even more response from their kite.
A slim and solid bar stick with compact winders gives you excellent
feedback. The INFINITY bar slides along a 52cm long PU-covered
depower throw and activates the automatic swivel function when
powering up with minimal force. Trim options are provided by the
Clam Cleat adjuster and the knot positions located under the EVA
floaters to adjust the 17 + 3m long lines.
Features:
Quick Release 4.0
Infinity Bar stick
Infinity System
Infinity Adjuster
Single Front Line Safety
Double V-Shape Eyelet

Sizes:
M - 43-50cm / 17+3m Lines
L - 53-60cm / 17+3m Lines
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HQ "One" Bar
The "ONE" Bar is the universal tool for your kite.
Besides our tube kites, it can be used with any of
our Depower kites in the HQ Powerkites range.
Features like a Single-Front-Line Safety, easy
depower adjustments and a self-untwisting
ceramic swivel are only some of the innovations of
the new „ONE" Bar, that we adapted to customer's
needs. Our new bar system clearly exemplifies our
focus on progressive design elements, precisely
optimized handling and detailed attention to
quality and safety.
Features:
Sizes:
Adjustable relaunch Balls
49cm - 24m Lines
Covered Back Lines
55cm - 24m Lines
Soft Bar Ends
New Below the Bar Swivel
Quick Release
Light Weight Line Splitter
Adjustable Flagout Line Stopper ball
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PKS K.I.S.S. Control System

What is KISS? It is an engineering concept that simply means;
Do not over complicate things, Keep It Simple Stupid

PKS Full Carbon KISS Hydrofoil Bar v2
Full Carbon KISS Kite bar. 100% hand made in the
USA. Available in standard sizes of 45cm, 50cm, and
55cm with custom sizes available upon request.
Colored end connection loops are standard for
outside line leader connections.
Designed in house by Jeff Howard, the Carbon KISS
bar was designed with light weight foiling and racing
in mind. The bar weigh in as low as 4 ounces.
depending on length, and is the ultimate in simplicity
and minimalism.
The Bar comes with replaceable, Red and Blue mini
Leader lines with loops to attach whatever leaders
suit your riding style
Ready 2 Ride Features:
KISS Loop
Custom Line Length 20-25m
Mini Racerback Clam Cleat
Adjustable Leader Lines
Weighs under 1 pound

Bar Sizes / Weights:
45cm - 4 Ounces
50cm - 4.2 Ounces
55cm - 4.8 ounces
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PKS Standard KISS Hydrofoil Bar

PKS KISS Control System -Standard Bar - Ready 2 Ride
Now available is a less expensive standard bar version.
The complete Ready 2 Ride bar includes the most
requested features like the mini trim cleat and standard
leader lines.
Standard Ready 2 Ride Features:
KISS Loop
Custom Line Length 18-25m
Mini Racerback Clam Cleat
Standard Leader Lines
Weighs under 2 pounds
Bar Only Sizes / Weight:
43cm - 12.8 Ounces
50cm - 13.6 Ounces
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Kiss System Parts

Made In The USA
All KISS System parts are
End User replacable and
since we build all the parts
in house, they are also
always available.
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Fly Lines and Extensions

Click here to Shop This Catagory at
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Elite 99
Developed in conjunction with Robline, a
worldwide leader in technological
watersports line manufacturing, and
manufactured from Dyneema SK 99 fiber,
comes the new PKS Elite 99 Lines. The PKS
Elite 99 lines are a high strength, low stretch
kite line. The Line sets are manufactured with
spliced and sewn loops.
Lines are Pre-Loaded for a more consistent
and responsive feel from kite to bar. This lets
you have a greater sense of where the kite is
and what it is doing even on a kite with
lighter bar pressure.
Utilizing an enhanced impregnation and
coating process and using a stabilized UV and
abrasion resistant protective coating, the lines
maintain their consistent and responsive feel
for many years of use throughout their life.

Available in any Custom Length Line Set,
Extension set, or as Bulk Line on a Spool. Elite
99 will meet and exceed your fly line and
extension needs.
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In Standard configuration there is a combination of heavy
duty lines for the center and lighter lines for the outside
steering lines giving you the best configuration for optimal
performance.

A 12-braid technology line with
high breaking load and low
elongation due to the Dyneema
SK99 fiber.
Spliced and sewn line ends for the
strongest connection.
Precision high strength micro
stitching with high strength UV
treated thread.
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Elite 99 Standard Fly Line Sets
Elite 99 Standard fly Line Sets use a
combination of 1124lb Line for the center lines
and 850lb line for the outside lines. This
configuration offers the best of both worlds for
a standard line set.
Standard Colors are Red, Grey, Grey, Blue but
we can make line sets in any color combination
you want.

Specifications:
Center / Front Lines
Diameter [mm] - 1.7mm
Rated - 1124 Pounds

Available in any Length you need!

Outside / Steering Lines:
Diameter [mm] - 1.3mm
Rated - 850 Pounds
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Elite 99 Race/Hydrofoil Fly Line Sets
Elite 99 Race/Hydrofoil fly Line Sets use only
the smaller 850lb line for all lines. This
configuration offers the highest performance
in light wind or race conditions with the lowest
parasitic drag.
Standard Colors are Red, Grey, Grey, Blue but
we can make line sets in any color combination
you want.

Specifications:
All Lines:
Diameter [mm] - 1.3mm
Rated - 850 Pounds

Available in any Length you need!
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Elite 99 Heavy Duty Fly Line Sets
Elite 99 Heavy Duty fly Line Sets use a
combination the1124lb Line for all lines. This
configuration offers the highest strength line
set for Heavier riders or higher wind
applications.
Standard Colors for the Heavy Duty set are all
Grey, but we can make line sets in any color
combination you want.

Specifications:
All Lines
Diameter [mm] - 1.7mm
Rated - 1124 Pounds

Available in any Length you need!
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Q-Power Pro Line
PKS Distribution is the Exclusive Distributor of
Q-Power Line.
Q-PowerLine Pro was developed and
engineered for kiteboarding and power kite
applications. The unique construction utilizes
continuous linear strands of very high tenacity
Spectra 2000 fiber encased in an extremely tight
braided Spectra 2000 sheath. The resulting line
exhibits the ideal characteristics for kiting:
almost zero stretch means minimal length
adjustments and incredible kite "feel" when
flying, no sleeving required makes it easy to
produce custom sets, self-lubrication ensures
minimal friction during line wraps, a round
cross-section minimizes parasitic wind-drag
increasing both the kites forward speed and
response to pilot input, a tight external braid
reduces dirt abrasion, and a higher modulus
(stiffness) than traditional lines almost totaly
eliminates line tendency to tangle.

Available in any Custom Length Line Set,
Extension set, or as Bulk Line on a Spool.
Q-Power Pro will improve how your kite
feels in the air.
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Custom Q-Power Lines
We can make it! And we can
make it the colors you want!
For custom requests, Call Joey @
361-977-2041
or E-Mail
joey@pksdistribution.com
Available colors:
Dark Grey
Light Grey
Red
Yellow
Blue
White
Orange
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Ozone Standard Fly Line Sets
Ozone Standard Fly lines are 500kg/300kg
kitesurf lines made from SK99 Dyneema
fiber. This new fiber is stronger and less
sensitive to shrinkage and stretch.
Combined with new industry-leading
braiding technology this will not only keep
your lines at factory length for a longer
time but also provides a more direct
feeling and connection to your kite especially steering inputs are more
immediate with less delay giving you a
faster, more reactive kite.
Standard Lengths:
27m, 25m, 23m, 21m, 20m, 15m, 13m, 10m
Custom Lengths Available
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Ozone Race Fly Line Sets
Turbo charge your kite racing or light wind setup
with high performance Ozone Pro Race lines. These
lines have been developed to work in unison with the
Contact Race and Contact Foil Race Control System.
Race Lines can also be fitted to the standard Contact
Water and Contact Foil Control Systems.
The race lines are thinner in diameter than standard
lines, offering reduced parasitic drag for faster
speeds on the course and better performance in light
winds. Using the race lines you will notice a gain in
performance upwind and downwind.
All Ozone lines are made from the highest quality
pre-stretched Dyneema available.
High performance, low drag
300kg front lines, 200kg back lines

Standard Lengths:
25m, 23m, 21m, 20m, 15m
Custom Lengths Available up to 50m
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PKS Trainer Line Set
PKS Trainer Kite Lines fly above the rest. PKS trainer lines are
rated to 200 pounds and made from pre-stretched Spectra to the
standard trainer line length of 20 meters. Blue line color makes
these lines highly visibile. Stitched loops on both ends ensure
easy larkshead connection to any trainer kite out there
including HQ, Slingshot, Sensei, Ozone, Liquid Force, Best,
Cabrinha, North, Airush, Naish, etc. Trainer kites are typically
from 1m to 4m (as in square meters) in size.
20 meters is the standard length for trainer and small-foil lines,
however we can offer custom lengths for an additional cost.
Longer lines will generate slightly more power.
Specifications:
200 lbs. test strength
Standard 20m length,
Custom Length Available
Pre-stretched Spectra
Sleeved and sewn loops on both ends in color-coded sleeves
Available in sets of 2 or 3 lines
Back To Index/Shortcuts

Bridle, Leader, and Chicken Loop Line

Click here to Shop This Catagory at
www.pksdistribution.com

Spectra Leader Line
Leader Line for repairing water, land, and
snow kites and bars. The line can be ordered
in bulk by the foot for do it yourself repairs,
or in custom lengths with or without sewn
in loops to replace specific lines. One great
idea is to order a couple of lines with loops
on one end so you can simply cut the bridle
down to the length you need and make a
knotted loop for a quick repair in case one
breaks.
Specifications:
The Leader Line is 7/64th" Diameter Spectra
and rated to 1200 lbs.
Available in any length from 1 foot
too 100 Feet with or without loops
Sewn on the ends.

Colors:
Red
Yellow
Blue
Grey
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Sheathed Dyneema Bridle Line
Dyneema Bridle Line for repairing water,
land, and snow kites. The line can be ordered
in bulk by the foot for do it yourself repairs,
or in custom lengths with or without sewn in
loops to replace specific lines. One great idea
is to order a couple of lines with loops on
one end so you can simply cut the bridle
down to the length you need and make a
knotted loop for a quick repair in case one
breaks.

2mm Sheathed Dyneema

The Sheathe Dyneema Bridle line is
available in 2mm or 3mm diameter sizes.
Both can be ordered in bulk or to specific
lengths with or without sewn loops.
3mm Sheathed Dyneema
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Spectra ChickenLoop Line
Spectra Chickenloop line is the standard for replacing
the line running through your chickenloop and bar.
The line can be ordered in bulk by the foot for do it
yourself repairs, or in custom lengths with or without
sewn in loops to replace specific lines. One great idea
is to order a couple of lines with loops on one end so
you can simply cut the bridle down to the length you
need and make a knotted loop for a quick repair in
case one breaks.

Sizes:

3/16" Diameter(most newer systems)
1/4" Diameter (older systems)
1/8" Diameter (specialty/custom)
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FixMyKite Self Stick Valves

From the leaders in kite repair technology, Fixmykite.com's Self-Stick Valves will stick on all
bladders. Simply peel and stick to make a fast and easy repair on an old bladder or attach to a
brand new bladder. The specially formulated adhesive is incredibly durable making for a
permanent repair. Everything needed for installing the new valve is included in the package: Self
Stick Valve, alcohol prep wipe, and detailed instructions.
All FixMyKite Valves are manufactured using Type "A" tear aid for the most secure adhesion to
the bladder. All of our valves can be manufactured using Type "B" Tear Aid as well for specialty
applications like Rafts, Kayaks or other inflatable gear.

Click here to Shop This Catagory at
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Inflate/Deflate FixMyKite Self-Stick Valves

Ozone Big Boston Valve.
Ozone, Switch

Airlock 2 Indflate/Deflate
Singshot, Cabrinha,
Elevight, North, RRD

Switch Screw Valve Switch, Ozone

Naish High Flow Screw
Valve - Naish, Airush, Star,
RRD, Crazyfly, Peter Lynn

Airush XL Screw Valve Naish, Airush, Star, RRD,
Crazyfly, Peter Lynn

RRD Screw Valve - Naish,
Airush, Star, RRD,
Crazyfly, Peter Lynn
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Inflate/Deflate FixMyKite Self-Stick Valves

North Hyperflow- Cabrinha,
Slingshot, Cloud, Best,
North(new) Eleveight

Naish Surelock Valve,
Naish, Crazyfly, F-One,
Flysurfer

Slingshot Speed System Valve
Slingshot, Cabrinha, Cloud,
Best, North(new) Eleveight

Airport 2 Inflate/Deflate
Valve for Duotone and
North 2018 and Older

PKS ProFlow Screw Valve Airush, Naish, Star, RRD,
Switch

PKS v2 SUP Style
Inflate/Deflate valve Valve, Naish, Crazyfly,
F-One, Flysurfer

Core Speed 2.0 Inflate/
Deflate Valve

9mm Inflate Valve - 2008
and Older Kites, Used as
Naish Dump Valve on Struts
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Self Stick One Pump Valves

Slingshot One Pump Valve Slingshot, Ozone, Royal,
Flexifoil, Wainman, F-One,
Liquid Force, Ocean Rodeo

Airush 90 Deg
2015 and Newer

Airush 45 Deg
2008-2014

Blade/Epic and Ocean Rodeo
Alula Kite One Pump Valve

RRD One Pump Valve - All
Years RRD

Cabrinha Sprint One
Pump Valve - 2007 and
Newer Cabrinha kites

Core One Pump
Valve - Red

Core One Pump
Valve - Yellow
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Self Stick One Pump Valves

Crazyfly One Pump Valve
2015 and Newer

Naish Octopus
"Male" LE Valve

Duotone 90 Deg Strut Pump
One Pump Valve - Also
Works on Reedin and 2020
and Newer Slingshot

Naish Octopus
"Feale" Strut Valve

Duotone Straight LE Pump
One Pump Valve - Also
Works on Reedin and 2020
and Newer Slingshot

FMK Universal One Pump
Valve - Ben Wilson,
Wainman, Peter Lynn, Star,
Griffin

Naish 2020 and Newer 90
Degree Strut One Pump Valve
- Naish, Ozone, Slingshot,
Reedin

Naish 2020 and Newer
Leading Edge Straight One
Pump Valve - Naish, Ozone,
Slingshot, Reedin
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Self Stick One Pump Valves

North Lazy Pump Gen 1 - North
and Best 2013 and Newer

Ozone Straight Leading Edge One
Pump Valve - Ozone, Slingshot,
Star, Flexifoil, Mutiny, Ben Wilson

North Lazy Pump Gen 2 - North
and Crazyfly 2015 and Newer

Ozone 90 Degree One Pump
Valve, 2021 and Newer

Ocean Rodeo One Pump Valve Ocean Rodeo (non Alula Kites)
Ozone, Slingshot 2019 and Older

Ozone Straight One Pump
Valve, 2021 and Newer
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Self Stick One Pump Valves

Switch One Pump Valve

F-One 90 Degree One Pump
Valve - F-One, Ozone, Dlingshot,
Best, Royal, Flexifoil, Wainman,
Ocean Rodeo

F-One Straight One Pump Valve
- F-One, Ozone, Dlingshot, Best,
Royal, Flexifoil, Wainman,
Ocean Rodeo
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Inflate/Deflate - Cap Only

Mini Boston/Airlock 2 Cap Only
Fits: Cabrinha, Slingshot,
Eleveight, North(new), Cloud,
Best

PKS V2 Valve SUP Style Valve Core
and Cap. Fits/Works in: All SUP
Style Valves including - Naish, FOne, Flysurfer, Crazyfly

North Hyperflow Inflation Cap
Only. Fits: North(new),
Cabrinha, Slingshot, Eleveight,
Cloud, Best

Naish Surelock SUP Style
Valve Core and Cap. Fits/
Works in: All SUP Style Valves
including - Naish, F-One,
Flysurfer, Crazyfly

Ozone Big Boston Valve Cap Only.
Fits: Ozone, Switch

Core Sped Valve 2.0
Cap Only
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Inflate/Deflate Valve Base Only

Boston Valve Base Only for:
Naish, Airush, Star

Airlock2 / Mini Boston Base
Only. Works on: Cabrinha,
Slingshot, Eleveight,
North(new), Cloud, Best

Naish Surelock Base Only:
Works on Naish 2020 and
newer, 2021+ Crazyfly Kites,
F-One, Flysurfer with SUP
style valve

Ozone Biog Boston Base Only
Works on Ozone, RRD
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Standard Size Valves
Most Valves will come standard with a 3
Inch Tear Aid Self Stick Patch. This is
generally more than adequate to ensure good
adhesion and coverage when replacing a
valve that has delaminated or peeled off of a
bladder. A 4 Inch Mega Option is always
available for valves that have a standard 3
inch patch.
Some Valves, like the Cabrinha Sprint Valve
and the Switch One Pump valve will come
standard with a 4 Inch patch due to the
larger valve base. There is no "Mega" option
for these valves due to the increased standard
size.
All FixMyKite Valves are manufactured
using Type "A" tear aid for the most secure
adhesion to the bladder.
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Mega Patch Valves
The Mega Patch option allows you to
select the MegaTear-Aid patch on the
base of the valve. Standard valves
have a 3-inch diameter base and the
Mega patches have a 4-inch diameter
base. This extra inch diameter on the
Mega valve means 77% more
adhesive and surface area compared
to the standard valve patch size. The
additional surface area provided by
the Mega valve patch is necessary
when the old valve is cut from the
bladder or the bladder is torn or
warped when the old valve is
removed.

4 Inch Diameter Patch
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Velcro Option

The "Add Velcro" option provides
you with velcro attached at the base
of the valve as you would see on an
original factory bladder. The velcro
on the valve adheres to the velcro on
the inside of the leading edge casing,
stopping the bladder from twisting
when tightening or loosening the
screw cap which prevents a blow-out
from a twisted bladder.
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Bladder Patch Install Kit
The "Bladder Patch Install Kit" option
is for when your old screw valve has to
be cut out of the bladder leaving a hole
in the bladder larger than the patch size
of the screw valve. The Bladder Patch
Install Kit includes a 6x6-inch (15.24 x
15.24cm) adhesive patch and 5x6-inch
bladder protection sheet. Use the
bladder protection sheet and large
patch to patch the large hole cut in the
bladder, and then install the screw valve
on top of the patch. If your old valve
peels off of the bladder easily, you do
NOT need the bladder patch install kit.
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One Pump Hose And Hose Kits
OEM Silicone One-Pump Hose is a heavy-duty flexible
hose with a 1/4" inner diameter, standard factory onepump hose. This means it will not just be the only
replacement hose you will ever want to use, it will last!Hose
is sold by the foot so you can cut it to your specific needs.
For more than one foot, just up the quantity when
ordering. hose will be sent in 1 continuous length of hose.

By The Foot
PKS One-Pump Hose is a heavy-duty flexible hose
with higher density than standard factory one-pump
hose. This means it will not just be the only
replacement hose you will ever want to use, it will
also last years and years and is UV-retardant
PKS One Pump Hose
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PKS High Flow One Pump Hose
3/8"(10mm) Inner Diameter

The PKS Kiteboarding High Flow One Pump
Hose. Works on kites with the larger high flow
one pump system. Easy to use and installs fast.
Sold by the foot so you can measure and cut to
the exact length you need.



Standard 1/4" ID One Pump Hose Kits
The PKS One Pump Hose Kit has all you
need to replace the hoses and clips on
your kite with an external one pump
system. This kit works on most kites
(except Airush, Blade, Epic, Gaastra which
need larger diameter hose); only Naish
kites with the internal Octopus valves and
older kites where you pump each strut
separately don't need hoses at all. Easy to
use and fits like the original factory set.
Choice of 3 or 5-strut kits.

3 Strut Kit

5 Strut Kit
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PKS High Flow One Pump Hose Kit
3/8"(10mm) Inner Diameter
The PKS Kiteboarding High Flow One Pump Hose Kit
has all you need to replace the hoses and clips for an
external one pump system. Works on kites with the
larger high flow one pump system. Easy to use and
installs fast. Choice of 3 or 5-strut kit. Tubing is
3/8"(10mm) inner Diameter
3 Strut Kit Includes:
3 one pump hoses
3 one pump clips
6 zip ties

3 Strut Kit

5 Strut Kit Includes:
5 one pump hoses
5 one pump clips
10 zip ties
5 Strut Kit


PKS One Pump Hose Clamps
PKS bring syou the small parts and poieces you need.
Here we have the PKS Hose Clamps. We have both
thandard and large. The standard hose clamp if for
kites with the standard one pump hoses with a 1/4”
Inner Diamater. The Large or High Flow version is for
kites with the larger 3/8” dimater one pump hose.

Standard for 1/4” Inner
Diamater Hose Clamp

Large for 3/8” Inner Diamater
Hose Clamp

Standard for 1/4” Inner
Diamater Hose Clamp

Large for 3/8” Inner Diamater
Hose Clamp



Bladder Repair

Click here to Shop This Catagory at
www.pksdistribution.com

Tuff Bladders Kite Leading Edge Blank
Fix My Kite Tuff Bladders are different from any
other bladder on the market. Over 2x as durable,
these bladders have been specifically developed to
withstand the abuse of kiteboarding. The big secret
to our bladders is stretch. While other bladders are
stiff and pop easily, the polyurethane Tuff bladders
stretch when put under pressure and then quickly go
back to their original shape. Use Tuff bladders in any
kite when you want the toughest, most durable
bladder available.
The Fix My Kite Tuff Bladders are bladder blanks,
meaning they are just the bladders with no valves. In
order to use these in a kite you will need to purchase
the self-stick valves for your kite in addition to this
bladder.
Need a Custom size, we can do that too.

Sizes:
21 feet = 6.40 meters
25 feet = 7.62 meters
28 feet = 8.53 meters
32 feet = 9.75 meters
36 feet = 10.97 meters
40 feet = 12.19 meters
45 feet = 13.72 meters
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Tuff Bladders Kite Strut Blank
Fix My Kite Tuff Bladders are different from any other
bladder on the market. Over 2x as durable, these
bladders have been specifically developed to withstand
the abuse of kiteboarding. The big secret to our
bladders is stretch. While other bladders are stiff and
pop easily, the polyurethane tuff bladders stretch when
put under pressure and then quickly go back to their
original shape. Use Tuff bladders in any kite when you
want the toughest, most durable bladder available.
The Fix My Kite Tuff Bladders are bladder blanks,
meaning they are just the bladders with no valves. In
order to use these in a kite you will need to purchase
the self-stick valves for your kite in addition to this
bladder.
Need a custom size, we can do that too.

Sizes:
30 inches = 76.2 cm
40 inches = 101.6 cm
50 inches = 127 cm
60 inches = 152.4 cm
70 inches = 177.8 cm
80 inches = 203.2 cm
90 inches = 228.6 cm
130 inches = 330.2 cm
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Tuff Bladders Wing Leading Edge Blank
COMING SOON -AVAILABLE TO PRE-ORDER
New! Wing Bladder Blanks. Identical in most
respects to the Kite Bladder blanks but with new
dimension specifically for Wings. With a larger
diameter and a taper specific to wings, The Tuff
Wing Bladders will get your wing flying again.
The Fix My Kite Tuff Bladders are bladder blanks,
meaning they are just the bladders with no valves. In
order to use these in a kite you will need to purchase
the self-stick valves for your kite in addition to this
bladder.
Need a Custom size, we can do that too.

Sizes:
20 feet = 6.1 meters
22 feet = 6.7 meters
24 feet = 7.3 meters
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Tuff Bladders Wing Strut Blank
COMING SOON -AVAILABLE TO PRE-ORDER
New! Wing Bladder Blanks. Identical in most
respects to the Kite Bladder blanks but with new
dimension specifically for Wings. With a larger
diameter and a taper specific to wings, The Tuff
Wing Bladders will get your wing flying again.
The Fix My Kite Tuff Bladders are bladder blanks,
meaning they are just the bladders with no valves. In
order to use these in a kite you will need to purchase
the self-stick valves for your kite in addition to this
bladder.
Need a custom size, we can do that too.

Sizes:
90 inches = 228.6 cm
110 inches = 279.4 cm
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Tear Aid - By the Foot or Roll
Tear Aid Bladder patches are the best
repair material to seal leaks and small cuts
in bladders as well as bladder blowouts.
These patches are self stick (peel & stick)
and can be used to patch any bladder
material or color. The specially
formulated adhesive is incredibly durable,
making for a quick repair. Patches can be
used on leading edge or strut bladders
and also work in a pinch on the sail. The
patches come in a variety of widths and
can also be cut for custom repair jobs.

Sizes:

Order in any length up to a complete roll
of 30 feet in 6 inch increments.

1.25 Inches Wide
3 Inches Wide 6
Inches Wide
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Pre-Cut and Packaged Tear Aid Patches
Big Foot Tear Aid Patch kit
Includes:
1 - 3" x 12" Tear Aid bladder
patch 2x alcohol pad
Big Patch Tear Aid Patch kit

Includes:
1 - 6" x 6" Tear Aid bladder
patch 2x alcohol pad
Monster Tear Aid Patch kit

Includes:
1 - 6" x 12" Tear Aid bladder patch
4x alcohol pad
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Repair Kits

Click here to Shop This Catagory at
www.pksdistribution.com

Pinhole Patch kit
This Pinhole patch kit includes 3 different
materials for patching any part of your kite!
Tear Aid patches that cover a multitude of
repairs and are used mainly for pinhole leaks
in bladders. Dacron patches for covering
scrapes and pinholes in the Leading edge or
struts. Ripstop sail tape to repair a slice or
tear on your sail. You can find so many uses
for this kit it will blow your mind! All
patches are cut into circles so there are no
pointy corners to prevent peeling up on you.
Includes:
4 - 1.75" Dacron Patches
5 - 1.5" Tear Aid Patches
6 - 1.75" Ripstop Sail Tape Patches
4 - Alcohol Swabs
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Kite Repair Fix Kit
Fix Kit includes everything you need to
do an emergency sail or leading edge
repair. This kit is essential for any
kiteboard trip and includes small
amounts of a variety of repair tapes.

Includes:
1x 6"x3" Tear Aid bladder patch
1x alcohol pad
2 feet of 1" clear sail tape
1 foot of 1" black sail tape
1 foot of 2" clear sail tape
1 foot of 1" white dacron tape (leading edge)
1 foot of 1" black dacron tape (leading edge)
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ER Fix Repair Kit
ER Fix Repair Kit is an absolute no
brainer to have in your bag. There is no
excuse not to have this kit, because it has
all the essentials for quick emergency
repairs. Eliminate excuses and stay on the
water with this fix kit.
Includes:
1x Sleeving Kit
1x MicroHook Braiding Kit
1x Universal Pigtail (set of 4)
2x Ronstan Standard Bridle Pulleys
8 feet of blue leader line
8 feet of red leader line
2x 6"x3" Tear Aid bladder patch
2x alcohol pad
2 feet of 1" clear sail tape
2 feet of 1" black sail tape
2 feet of 2" clear sail tape
2 feet of 2" black sail tape
2 feet of 3" white dacron tape (leading edge)
2 foot of 3" black dacron tape (leading edge)

Most Popular Repair Kit
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Travel Fix Repair Kit
Kiteboarding and travelling go hand and hand and we love
taking trips and finding new spots. Nothing is worse than
pulling up a a perfect new spot and having your gear fail. If
you kiteboard for long enough, eventually something will
break. Be ready for it with this kit. It includes everything you
need to fix the most common issues you will run into for both
your kite and bar/lines. Use whatever you need and simply
buy whatever parts and pieces you need to re-fill the kit.
Think of it like a first aid kit for you kite. Also perfect to
throw in the glove box just incase something happens on that
epic day at your home spot.
Includes:
1x Sewing awl
1x Mini Driver tool
1x Scissors
4x Pulley Savers
1x Sleeving Kit
1x MicroHook Braiding Kit
1x Universal Pigtail (set of 4)
2x Ronstan Standard Bridle Pulleys
8 feet of blue leader line
8 feet of red leader line

2x 6"x3" Tear Aid bladder patch
2x alcohol pad
2 feet of 1" clear sail tape
2 feet of 1" black sail tape
2 feet of 2" clear sail tape
2 feet of 2" black sail tape
2 feet of 3" white dacron tape (leading edge)
2 foot of 3" black dacron tape (leading edge)
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Line and Bridle Repair Kits
Microhook Braiding / Line Splicing Kit
Line Splicing Microhook braiding tool you can quickly fix
a braided Spectra fly line on the spot. This kit includes a
microhook braiding tool, instructions, and pigtail
extender.

Line Sleeving Kit
Using the Fixmykite.com Sleeve Kit you can
easily replace your sleeved ends or shorten your
fly lines and re-sleeve them anywhere you are to
get you back on the water in no time.

Bridle Repair kit
With this kit you can make temporary repairs to keep
your kite vacation going.
A simple to use system for bridle repairs, this system uses
a loop/loop bridle link and a single loop/knot bridle line.
Combining the two, you can replace a bridle line on the
beach without taking the entire bridle apart.
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KiteFix Complete Repair Kit
KiteFix Complete Kit is an essential part of
your kiteboarding gear that you don't want to
leave home without! This kit will allow you to
permanently and esthetically repair almost
any tear, break, seal or leak you kite might
have. You can fix up to an 8 foot canopy tear
(color matched), up to a 6 foot long leading
edge or strut repair, bladder leaks and valve
repairs, often within the hour. Never miss
another session!
INCLUDES:
2 1oz. GluFix tubes
2 self-adhesive Dacron rolls (4" each)
7 FiberFix multi-color tapes (4" each)
– Ultra-adhesive bladder patch (4" x 9")
Talkine bottle (3 oz)
1 GluFix applicator
8 alcohol swabs
3 tie raps
1 detailed user's guide
1 pair of scissors
1 marker
1 plastic bag
1 KiteFix 'lost board' sticker

1
1
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KiteFix Mini Repair Kit
Looking for an economical alternative to
the KiteFix Complete Kit? Try the KiteFix
Mini-Kit. We have streamlined this kit to
provide the basics for repairing a canopy
tear up to 48", a 12" leading edge or strut
repair and bladder leaks. If your kite
canopy is white and you want just the
basics, this is the kit for you.
Includes:
1 GluFix tube (1 oz.)
2 self-adhesive Dacron strips (12")
1 FiberFix white tape (4')
bladder ultra-adhesive patches (3" x 3")
1 GluFix applicator, 4 alcohol swabs
1 detailed user's guide
1 KiteFix 'lost board' sticker
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Repair Tapes and Glues

Click here to Shop This Catagory at
www.pksdistribution.com

Ripstop Sail Tape
Ripstop Sail Tape is the best way to repair
cuts in the sail of your kite. This "peel and
stick" Nylon tape will provide the strength
needed to repair small cuts in your kite to
get you back out on the water. Ripstop sail
tape is a clean and efficient repair method
which can be easily removed later should
you decide on a professional sewn in repair.
Available in clear/white and black. The clear
tape will blend into any kite color and will
be almost invisible when the kite is in the
air
Colors Available:

Sizes Available:

White/Clear Black

1 Inch Wide
2 Inch Wide

Sold By:
Full Roll - 25'
Half Roll - 12.5'
By the Foot

2" Rolls

1" Rolls
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Dacron / Insignia Tape
Dacron Tape, also called Insignia Tape
or Mark-Cloth, should be used to repair
all cuts in the leading edge and struts of
an inflatable kite. The dacron tape will
provide the strength needed to repair
small cuts without creating a huge mess
to undo later if you decide to get the
repair done professionally. Dacron tape
can also be used in a pinch if traveling
to fix small cuts in the sail to keep you
on the water
Sizes:
1 Inch Wide
2 Inch Wide
3 Inch Wide

1 Inch

2 Inch

Sold By:
Full Rolls (150 Feet)
By The Foot

3 Inch
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Seam Tape - 1/4" Double Sided
Double-sided Seam Tape is ideal for kite
repairs along edges that have to be closed:
leading edges, trailing edges, strut, etc as well
as foil kites. This high-quality double-sided
tape is great for general sail seaming. Great
adhesive and initial tack means you're not
fumbling material and constantly resticking,
and it will stay in place down a long length as
you run it through the sewing machine. It has
very high long-term adhesion and is a nonyellowing material on a low-stretch carrier. In
other words, the perfect double-sided
seaming tape.
Specifications:
The Seam tape is .25 inches (6.35mm) wide
and 216 feet (72 yards or 65.83 meters)
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Tear Aid - By the Foot or Roll
Tear Aid Bladder patches are the best
repair material to seal leaks and small cuts
in bladders as well as bladder blowouts.
These patches are self stick (peel & stick)
and can be used to patch any bladder
material or color. The specially
formulated adhesive is incredibly durable,
making for a quick repair. Patches can be
used on leading edge or strut bladders
and also work in a pinch on the sail. The
patches come in a variety of widths and
can also be cut for custom repair jobs.

Sizes:

Order in any length up to a complete roll
of 30 feet in 6 inch increments.

1.25 Inches Wide
3 Inches Wide 6
Inches Wide
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Aquaseal
Aquaseal is a highly flexible, elastic urethane
repair adhesive that bonds to neoprene, nylon,
Gore-Tex, Hypalon, urethane, rubber, latex, vinyl
(PVC), and other trilaminates, many fabrics,
foams, composites, many plastics & more.
Aquaseal is the industry standard for maximum
strength repairs to tears and rips in your wet suits,
dry suits, waders, dry bags, latex gaskets, and other
outdoor gear. Flexible urethane formula
waterproofs, seals, and protects against abrasion.
Hundreds of watersports and household uses.
Aquaseal is a clear, waterproof adhesive and
sealant, specially formulated for the flexibility,
adhesion and abrasion protection you need to
keep you going.
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Seam Grip
Seam Grip goes beyond seam sealing and patching holes. It waterproofs
tents, improves traction, and offers abrasion resistance, too. It works on all
types of fabrics, including nylon, vinyl, neoprene, PVC, rubber, and
leather.
So take a tube of Seam Grip wherever you go, because you never know
when gear will rip, leak or fall apart. Save your gear?and your adventure?
with the award-winning Seam Grip waterproof seam sealer.

Urethane based seam sealer and repair adhesive
Permanently seals seams and repairs rips, tears and holes in outdoor gear
Flexible, waterproof formula is washable and unaffected by extreme cold or heat
1 oz. tube seals seams about 144" (1/4" wide bead) - on average this is the critical
seams of a 2-person backpacking tent
With Cotol-240 Cure Accelerator added, 1 oz tube seal seams about 288"
8-12 hour cure time - only 2 hours when used with Cotol-240
When applied, Seam Grip cures by reacting with the humidity in the air. It doesn't
'dry' the way other glues do
Safe for use on natural and synthetic fabrics
Excellent adhesion and abrasion resistance
Editors' Choice Gold Award from Backpacker Magazine
Made in USA
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GluFix
GluFix is the only adhesive specially
formulated for kitesurfing equipment.
Fast drying, ultra-resistant and
flexible, GluFix will allow you to make
permanent and durable repairs on
your kitesurf equipment. Used with
FiberFix, one GluFix tube allows you
to repair a tear up to 48" long!
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Pumps - Hand and Electric

Click here to Shop This Catagory at
www.pksdistribution.com

PKS Pro Flow V3
The PKS Pro Flow V3 kite pump is the next ingredient for your successful kite session. Our
tweaked version of the newest and best pump on the market is constructed with high quality
components and measures 20" from top to bottom, taller than the older 15" and 18" pumps,
for up to 2.3 liters of air per pump.
Internal friction has been
virtually eliminated so
this pump ensures
effortless inflation time
after time. With high
grade shaft and piston
seals, the v3 PKS Pro
Flow Pump will outlast
any other pump on the
market.
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PKS Pro Flow V3
The pro Flow v3 features a PSI gauge
integrated into the handle, foam air
filter to catch sand, new premium
extra-durable and flexible hose, pump
adapters for standard 9mm inflate as
well as larger boston screw valves,
ergonomic handles and foot base, and
kite tether.
The pump can be changed from double
to single action inflation using the easytwist selector switch on the back of the
pump. The single stroke feature is great
to top off your kite or to avoid back
strain on the upstroke.
Available Sizes:
20" (Orange)
24" Mega (Blue)
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PKS Pump Replacement Parts
PKS Pro Flow and H1/H3 Pump
Replacement Seal Kit

Replacement Shaft and Piston
seals for PKS Pro Flow pumps
or any HP1 / HP3 pump.
Use these replacement seals to
make your pump act like it is
brand new again.

PKS Premium
Replacement Hose

Premium Pump Hose will fit most any
Kite/SUP pump out there (new and
old) and is heavy duty, flexible, and
kink-resistant.
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Bravo/Scoprega Electric Pumps

Back to Index/Shortcuts

Bravo 20-2
The Bravo 20 Electric Pump has
everything you need to pump your
kiteboarding kite, stand up paddle board
(SUP), raft, boat, dinghy, kayak, mattress,
pool toy, or other inflatable items all in
one convenient package. Twin-cylinder,
single-stage pump fills quickly and to
higher pressure than most electric pumps
on the market. An easily-selectable
pressure dial indicator lets you choose the
PSI and automatically shuts-off when the
desired pressure is reached. The pump
houses an internal, rechargeable battery
that can be easily trickle-charged using the
included wall charger or car cigarette
lighter adapter. If the battery is drained
but you still want to pump something, the
pump can be run from other 12V power
sources such as a car battery using the
included power cable.
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Bravo GE-25 SL
The Ultimate Shop / School / Dock / Demo
Day pump. Pumps a kite 30% faster than the
Bravo 20. We pumped over 40 Kites in our
repair shop on a single charge.
Key features:
- Double Stage electric inflator for high
pressure applications, HVHP
- Automatic switch from turbine to double
compressor stage
- Easy setting of the desired pressure and
pressure control through manometer,
automatic stop
- LED indicators for pump status
- Inflation fittings available for the most
common valves
- Carry bag included
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Pump Adapters and Repair Parts

Click here to Shop This Catagory
at www.pksdistribution.com

Adapters and Their Uses

PKS S1 Standard
Pump Adapter for
7mm and 9mm
Valves
Most Kites 2008 and
older

PKS BC Boston valve
(screw valve) pump
adapter
Ozone
Naish 2019 and older Airush
Switch
Crazyfly 2019 and older Star
Any other Large Boston Style
Valve

PKS BT Threaded
Boston valve pump
adapter
Ozone
Naish 2019 and older
Airush
Switch
Star
Crazyfly 2019 and older
Any other Large Boston
Style Valve

PKS H3 Adjustale
Pump Adapter
SUP Style Valves
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Adapters and Their Uses

PKS V2 Pump Adapter
SUP Style Inflation Valves
Naish 2020 and Newer
Crazyfly 2020 and Newer
F-One
Flysurfer

PKS S3 Pump Adapter
Duotone and North
Airport Valves
Duotone
North 2017 and Older

PKS A2 Pump Adapter
Core
North
Eleveight
RRD
Cabrinha
Slingshot

PKS M2 Max Flow
Pump Adapter
Liquid Force
Reedin
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Replacement Pump Hose
New LDPE Material with increased number of hose
corrugations per inch for increased flexibility and a
longer life.
The PKS HD Premium Pump Hose will fit most any
Kite/SUP pump out there (new and old) and is
heavy duty, flexible, and kink-resistant. The MALE
end of the hose attaches to the pump while the
FEMALE end attaches to pump adapters/nozzles.
Before now, hoses have not been sold separately.
Manufacturers would rather sell complete new
pumps rather than a replacement hose. Most kite
pump hoses are not super-duty and crimp, kink, or
crack over time, but now you can replace them
easily and at a fantastic price. This is the same hose
on the PKS Pro Flow V2 Kite Pump.
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Replacement Bravo Electric Pump Hose
OEM Replacement Hose for Bravo 20
and Bravo 25 Electric pumps.
Now with a double "O" Ring for a more
air tight and higher pressure coupling
to the pump.
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Bravo 20-2 Replacement Parts



Bravo 20-2 Battery
This Bravo 20 Electric Pump battery will replace the
battery in a Bravo 20 or Bravo 20-1 pump. It's a 12
volt, 9 amp hour sealed lead acid battery. To install
the battery you will need to open up the pump by
removing the screws in the bottom and back of the
pump.

Battery Replacement How to Video:



Bravo 20-2 Main and Control PCB
This is a replacement Main and Control PCB, with
cables. part SP Z052 for the Scoprega GE20-2 / Bravo
20-2 Electric Inflator Pump.

Features:
- Both Main and Control PCB set
- New connector cables



Bravo 20-2 Piston Group
This is a replacement Piston Group / Compressor Unit
part SP Z146 go the Scoprega GE20-2 / Bravo 20-2
Electric Inflator Pump.

Features:
- Duel Piston Single TSage Compressor/Piston Group
- Integrated High Torque 12v Electric Motor



Bravo 20-2 Top Case
This is a replacement Top Case / Cover with Gauge and
Control PCB installed. part SP Z144 for the Scoprega
GE20-2 / Bravo 20-2 Electric Inflator Pump.

Features:
- Installed Pressure gauge and pressing setting dial
- Pre Installed Control PCB and On /Off Switches



Replacement Bayonet Hose Fitting
Bayonet Hose Fitting
This is replacement Bayonet fitting
that is on the outlet side of the Hose
where you connect an adapter or
directly to kites. The fitting is a
compression fitting that needs to be
glued in place with something like
Aquaseal or Seam grip to ensure it
stays in place and maintains an air
tight connection.
Works on both Standard Kite Pump
hoses as well as Bravo Electric Pump
Hoses.
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PKS Pro Flow and H1 / H3 Pump
Replacement Seal Kit
Replacement Shaft and Piston seals
for PKS Pro Flow pumps or any
HP1 / HP3 pump.
Use these replacement seals to make
your pump act like it is brand new
again.
Works on all H1 and H3 hand
Pumps.
Includes both the Piston Seal and the
Shaft Seal
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Bags - Travel / Storage / Protection

Click here to Shop This Catagory at
www.pksdistribution.com

PKS Golf / Travel Bags With Wheels
The PKS Golf Bag with wheels is the best way to
transport your kite gear. Incredibly strong No. 10 coil
zippers, a protective flap around the entire zipper, and a
Cordura exterior with a tarpaulin interior make this the
highest quality travel bag available. Thicker 7mm
padding on all sides keeps your gear safe while
tightening cinch straps on every side make the Golf Bag
super easy to strap down, shrink down, roll, or carry
through the airport on your next kiteboarding
expedition.
The wheeled golf bag version offers wheels on the bag
compared to a normal travel bag, which means a little
more weight, but ease of transport if you're doing a lot
of moving around with the gear. When you have a kite
bag packed to 50 pounds wheels are a life-saver. Both
bag sizes weigh in at under 10 pounds too so plenty of
room left for kite gear.
Sizes:
140cm x 48cm x 25cm, weight 8.75 lbs
155cm x 52cm x 25cm, weight 9.15 lbs
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PKS Golf / Travel Bags With Back Pack Straps
The PKS Golf Bag with wheels is the best way to transport
your kite gear. Incredibly strong No. 10 coil zippers, a
protective flap around the entire zipper, and a Cordura
exterior with a tarpaulin interior make this the highest
quality travel bag available. Thicker 7mm padding on all
sides keeps your gear safe while tightening cinch straps on
every side make the Golf Bag super easy to strap down,
shrink down, roll, or carry through the airport on your
next kiteboarding expedition.
Rising airport fees make keeping weight down a priority
and we have designed the PKS Golf Travel Bag with this in
mind. No wheels saves 4 pounds compared the PKS Golf
Bag with wheels, and on average the PKS bags are lighter
than any other brand so the weight savings are even more.
With more padding than other travel bag, why would you
choose anything else? To help make gear transport easier,
the PKS Golf Travel Bag come with hide-away backpack
straps. Easily carry the bag on your back and when it's time
to check it at the airline, tuck and zip away the straps.
Size:
140cm x 48cm x 25 cm, weight 4.8 lbs
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Ozone Travel Board Bag
This high quality durable bag will hold 2 boards
and 2-3 kites with plenty of space for your bars
and lines, harness, pump, wetsuit and travel
clothes. There is a separate double-padded
section which will keep your board locked in
place with straps to avoid movement and damage
during travel. The massive kite and clothing
section has three compression straps outside to
keep the bag cinched to a minimum size. The zip
pocket inside the top compartment keeps your
fins and screws safe if you decide to remove them
on long hauls. A large zip pocket on top of the
bag makes it easy to access travel documents,
maps or your wind-meter without having to open
the main bag. All the buckles and straps can be
tucked away when they are not in use to avoid
any damage to them if they get caught during
unwieldy airport baggage handing. Both tips are
protected by the addition of extra scuff resistant
material. Back pack straps make this the all
around kiteboard bag of choice!

Features:

Super tough, tear resistant material
Length: 145cm
2 tough grab handles
Removable rucksack style carry straps
2 zip pockets
Back pack straps
Address label window
Extra Reinforced ends
EVA foam padding for ultimate board protection
A lightweight 2.5 kgs
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PKS Compression Bag V2 (standard)
Now with an internal pocket for self storage and storing
small items while the bag is in use. Zero Plastic used in
shipping, Storing the compression bag.
Replace your heavy kite bags with these light-weight and
durable PKS Compression Bags. You won't believe how
much weight and space you can save when packing for a
trip. The PKS Compression bag is large enough to fit
most kites, including your gigantic light wind kite.
The PKS Compression bags are a must have for travel.
They save so much room and weight it is incredible plus
there are no annoying zippers to mess with. These bags
keep you nice and organized, protect your kite, and
greatly lighten your load. Makes packing for a trip much
easier and saves room for that extra kite to sneak in your
bag. Trust us, after you get these for your kites you will
not know how you ever traveled without them. The
weight you save will pay for these bags after just one
trip.

Bag Dimensions:
60 x 25 x 30cm (~24 x 10 x 12 inches)
When Folded into its Own Storage Pocket:
21 x 18cm (8 x 76 x 2inches)
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PKS Compression Bag V2 - Ultralight
NEW - PKS Compression Bag V2 - Ultralight
All new Ultralight material, the lightest compression
bag on the market. All the same features of the new V2
Compression bag with an internal pocket for self
storage and storing small items while the bag is in use.
Zero Plastic used in shipping, Storing the compression
bag.
Replace your heavy kite bags with these light-weight and
durable PKS Compression Bags. You won't believe how
much weight and space you can save when packing for a
trip. The PKS Compression bag is large enough to fit
most kites, including your gigantic light wind kite.
The PKS Compression bags are a must have for travel.
They save so much room and weight it is incredible plus
there are no annoying zippers to mess with. These bags
keep you nice and organized, protect your kite, and
greatly lighten your load. Makes packing for a trip much
easier and saves room for that extra kite to sneak in your
bag. Trust us, after you get these for your kites you will
not know how you ever traveled without them. The
weight you save will pay for these bags after just one
trip.

Bag Dimensions:
60 x 25 x 30cm (~24 x 10 x 12 inches)
When Folded into its Own Storage Pockett:
18 x 15cm (7 x 6 x 1.5inches)
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PKS Single Board Bag
The PKS single board bags feature thick padding, a
shoulder strap, and durable design to keep your
kiteboard looking new. No more scratches and
dings from tossing your board in the back of your
truck. Protect your board with one of these PKS
single board bags.
Wide-mouth opening makes it easy to slide your
board in and out of the bag complete with fins and
straps still on. Incredibly strong No. 10 coil zippers,
a protective flap around the entire zipper, thick
padding, and a Cordura exterior with a tarpaulin
interior make this the highest quality single board
bag available.
Dimensions:
140 x 48cm
155 x 52cm
165 x 52cm
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Crazyfly Single Board Bag
Lightweight fully padded boardbag for
every day travel to and from you favorite
riding spots. They feature thick padding,
shoulder strap, and durable design to keep
your kiteboard looking new. No more
scratches and dings from tossing your
board in the back of your truck.
Wide tips make it easy to slide your board
in and out of the bag, completely set up
with fins and straps still on, and the durable
No. 10 Zipper and thick padded bag will
last and keep your Crazyfly board or other
kiteboard protected. The Crazyfly singleboard bag also features the tarpaulin inner
to keep water from leaking through.
Simple compact design makes travelling
easy.
Sizes:
140 x 45 x 2 cm - 1.2kg (small)
165 x 50 x 2cm - 1.5kg (large)
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Dakine Slider Board Bag
The Dakine Slider single board bag
protects your board in the back of the
truck or on the way to the beach. No one
should have a kiteboard without a board
bag, when you spend so much money on a
nice board you should make sure it is
protected. A lot of dings and scratches on
your board can occur out of the water, so
make sure you protect your investment
with a nice board bag from Dakine. Still a
slim fit so you know it will fit in your car
just as easy as the board by itself, but also
with a handle for easy transport.

Sizes:
140 x 44 x 6cm, 2 lbs
155 x 44 x 6cm, 2 lbs
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Water Protection

Click here to Shop This Catagory at
www.pksdistribution.com

Aqua Azul Water Shades
Aqua Azul watershades combine a nice snug
fit and vented lenses into a cool and practical
design. They feature extra-thick 1.1mm
polarized, anti-impact lenses for toughness
with 100% UV protection for maximum
outdoor protection. The light-weight
Polycarbonate frame ends in non-slip rubber
arm tips with integated adjustable elastic strap
to help keep the shades on your head even
through crashes. Aqua Aquls are hands-down
the perfect shades for water wear and outdoor
use with all the features, protection and
comfort you need at a fraction of the price.
Each pair comes with a carrying pouch that
doubles as a glass cleaning cloth.
Features:
Sturdy frame for aggressive activities
Elastic adjustable strap for secure fit
Polarized lenses to protect your eyes and provide clarity
Rubber nose and brow piece for comfort and snug fit
Total eye coverage
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RESTUBE Sports Flotation Buoy
If you've ever been out on a long run with the
wind and looked back to see how far you really
got and hope nothing goes wrong. The RESTUBE
will give you peace of mind while out on the
water. Use it in emergency for yourself or help
another kiter. Use it for flotation and wave it to
be seen. Whistle included.
Features:
Buoyancy 75N / 7kg / 15lb
Reusable with exchangable 16g CO2 Cartridge
Oral Inflation Available
Zipper Key Pocket
Buoy Trigger = Emergency Whistle
Horizontal & Vertical Mounting
Exchangeable Belt
Mountable at the Harness
Splint Closing System (to ensure bag closure in even the toughest
conditions)
Product Dimensions: 5.5 x 2.8 x 2.0 in.
Product Weight: 9.5 oz
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Pro-Tec Ace Water Helmet
The Pro-tec Ace Water Helmet is known for its mass
appeal for any watersport. Whether you're
wakeboarding, kayaking or kiteboarding the Ace
water helmet offers cutting edge style, performance
and fit. Equipped with 16 open vent holes for
ventilation and water drainage, a high density
injection molded shell, an interior fit system for
various head shapes and sizes, and certified to CE EN
1385 water sports safety standard.
Features:

Shell- High density injection molded ABS
Liner - Dual Density Waterproof EVA
Vents - 16 open vents for ventilation and drainage
Interior - Full surround interior
Fit - 4 sizes/2 shell breaks
Certification - CE EN 1385 Water Sport Safety Standard
Sizes:
Small: 21.3-22 inches (54-56cm)
Medium: 22-22.8 inches (56-58cm)
Large: 22.8-23.6 inches (58-60cm)
X-Large: 23.6-24.4 inches (60-62cm)
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Pro-Tec Ace Wake Helmet with Ear Flaps
The Pro-tec Ace Wake Helmet is known for its mass appeal
for any watersport. Whether you're wakeboarding, kayaking
or kiteboarding the Ace water helmet offers cutting edge
style, performance and fit. Equipped with 16 open vent holes
for ventilation and water drainage, removable cupping ear
guards, a high density injection molded shell, an interior fit
system for various head shapes and sizes, and certified to CE
EN 1385 water sports safety standard.
Features:

Shell - High density injection molded ABS
Liner - Dual Density Waterproof EVA
Vents- 16 open vents for ventilation and drainage
Interior - Full surround interior
Fit System - "Head Lock" adjustable rear fit system
Ear Pads - Removable cupping ear guards with water channels
Fit - 4 sizes / 2 shell breaks
Certification - CE EN 1385 Water Sport Safety Standard
Sizes:
Small: 21.3-22 inches (54-56cm)
Medium: 22-22.8 inches (56-58cm)
Large: 22.8-23.6 inches (58-60cm)
X-Large: 23.6-24.4 inches (60-62cm)
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Dakine Surface Impact Vest
The Dakine Surface Vest provides the
ultimate high-impact protection. Waist or
seat harness-compatible, the Suface Vest
will protect you from impact, while
providing flexibility and freedom to ride.
Features:
1.25" (3cm) Closed cell foam
Waist and seat harness compatible
Super stretch design for freedom of movement
Zippered front for easy on/off
Dual sport design
Sizes:

XS = Chest 33-35" (84-89cm)
S = Chest 35-37" (89-94cm )
M = Chest 37-39" (94-99cm)
L = Chest 39-41" (99-104cm)
XL = Chest 41-43" (104-109cm)
XXL = Chest 43-45" (109-114cm)
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Board Retreivel

Click here to Shop This Catagory at
www.pksdistribution.com

Ocean Rodeo Go Joe
The Ocean Rodeo Go-Joe is everything you need for
leashless board retrieval assistance: stronger, better,
lighter, and easier to use than before. A great idea
and an innovative product that is moving from
beginners to wave riders and mainstream users. If
you don't have one it is worth to check it out.
Traditional surfboard-style leashes used to connect
kiters with their boards have proven to be dangerous
in both the water and on land. The GO-Joe is a new
leash-free tool to assist in the retrieval of your
kiteboard without fear of being impacted or impeded
by a leashed board. The GO-Joe is perfect for
beginners and intermediates learning board recovery
techniques. Advanced riders will appreciate the faster
board recovery in extreme conditions or while
learning new tricks.
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EEL Retractable Reel Board Leash
The Oceanus EEL Retractable Board Leash is the
latest and most versatile reel model. It is a proven
board leash system that won't hinder kiteboarding
and rides very much the same as being leash-free
with the peace of mind of knowing you are
connected. The reel leash is an extremely durable,
lightweight retractable system designed for use in
a fresh or saltwater environment.
The reel leash is a lightweight plastic housing that
contains a stainless steel spring and spool of
webbing connected to a snap hook. The mouth of
the housing where the webbing feeds through is
re-enforced from the inside making it more
durable. A high-strength webbing strap is attached
to the top of the board by the fin screws and a 30inch rope extension is run through the ring on the
webbing strap. The snap hook, rated at 270
pounds, attaches to the 30-inch rope extension.
The rope extension allows the reel to not be under
any tension during normal riding or use and only
provide the tensions and reeling action when you
are separated from the board.
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SUP Ankle-Mount Retractable Reel Leash
The Oceanus SUP Ankle-Mount Retractable
Reel Board Leash is a proven board leash system
that won't hinder your ability to adjust your
footing or paddle and rides very much the same
as being leash-free with the peace of mind of
knowing you are connected. The reel leash is an
extremely durable, lightweight retractable system
designed for use in a fresh or saltwater
environment.
When used as directed, the reel leash eliminates
leash drag, trolling for plant life and tangling in
underwater debris. This reel eliminates the
possibility of hang-ups while paddling in areas
with rocks, reefs, lobster traps, kelp, plants, fallen
trees, tree stumps, etc.
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Quick-Release EEL Retractable Reel Leash
The Oceanus Quick-Release EEL Retractable Reel Board
Leash is the latest and most versatile reel model with a
quick release function. It is a proven board leash system
that won't hinder kiteboarding and rides very much the
same as being leash-free with the peace of mind of
knowing you are connected. The reel leash is an
extremely durable, lightweight retractable system
designed for use in a fresh or saltwater environment.
The quick release function allows a separation between
the webbing loop where it attaches onto your harness
and the leash itself via an oversized plastic buckle. This is
very handy when you want to leave the leash with your
twintip but keep using your harness without the extra
bulk (for example when switching between your twintip
and a surf board, race board, foil board). It also acts as a
safety feature in dire straits if you ever really needed to
separate yourself from your board completely with the
leash connected to the board.
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Trainer Kites

Click here to Shop This Catagory at
www.pksdistribution.com

Ozone Uno V2
The Uno V2 is a simple, affordable and robust
inflatable de-power trainer kite. It’s an ideal
Kitesurf trainer for schools, and perfect to have as a
fun addition in the quiver to get family and friends
into kiting! Being a lightweight package it is easy to
travel with and keep in the car.
Responsive, fun, smooth and stable define the Uno
V2. It comes in three sizes - 2.5m, 4m and 6m all
with enough power to ensure beginners can easily
progress to the next level.
The Uno V2 flies with our standard Kitesurf
control system, this enables the student to progress
easily to larger kites and to remain familiar with the
control system set up. We recommend using line
lengths of 15-25m.

Sizes:
2.5m, 4.0m, 6.0m

Requires Standard 4 Line Control Bar (not included)
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Ozone Ignition v3
Designed to bring out the kiter within everyone,
the Ignition 3-line trainer kite is smooth and stable
with steady response and power to ensure easy
progression into all kite sports.
The Ignition V3 features our market leading
Internal Landing and Re-Launch System - this
unique system combined with the Wrist Leash
gives you the ability to safely land the kite by
yourself and guarantees easy re-launch. If you feel
too much power or are ever unsure all you have to
do is let go of the bar, the kite will land
automatically with minimal power until you are
ready to re-launch.
Features:
Simple to set up and fly, with lines pre-attached
3-Line Internal Landing and Re-launch System
Performs in a wide range of wind conditions
No previous kite experience required
Light weight and compact for easy travel

Sizes:
1.5m, 2.0m, 2.5m, 3.0m
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HQ Fluxx
Are you looking for a inexpensive and universal
introduction to kiting and you are not yet
committed to a specific direction? Whether you
want to enjoy kitesurfing, land kiting or just for
fun, the Fluxx is the right choice for you. We have
attached great importance to easy handling and
good balanced flight characteristics. Even if the
Fluxx has a ground contact, the sturdy and special
shape means that it can be restarted with only two
lines. Use the Fluxx as a trainer kite and open up
the fascinating world of kitesurfing! Become a part
of our passion
Features:
Stable Flight behavior
Automatic Relaunch
Robust processing
Perfect as preparation for the introduction to power kiting

Sizes:
1.3m, 1.8m, 2.2m

Leash Sold Separately
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HQ Rush Pro - 3 LineTrainer
Are you looking for a kite that meets all the requirements
of a real power kite? The Rush Pro full performance
offers, controllable and extremely robust thanks to a
sophisticated chamber system. The Rush Pro range of
trainer kites has been designed to meet these needs. With
the Rush Pro you learn to handle kites safely and with the
effective 3rd-Line-Safety, you are always in control of the
situation. Good control is the most important thing for
trainer kites. We want you to reach your next level safely.
Features:
Extremely robust cell structure
Third line for optimum safety and reliable reverse start
Ready to fly on a leash
Reduced scale for less drag
Good light wind properties

Sizes:
2.5m(250), 3.0m(300), 3.5m(350)
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Rush Pro School 300 R2F(ready to fly)
You want to be well-prepared for kitesurfing,
snowkiting as well as landboarding? Are looking
for a trainer kite, but would also like the
challenging characteristics of a real depower kite?
With the Rush Pro School 300 we have developed
the perfect partner for you - robust, safe and with
very easy handling. The Rush Pro School 300 flies
just like a big kite, without asking too much of you.
Depending on the wind conditions, your kite
sessions can be anything between very comfortable
and challenging. The depower of the Rush Pro
School 300 allows you to shift up a gear whenever
you feel like it. Power and speed to the max, but
always with full control - flying the Rush Pro
School 300 is just simply fun. And it helps you to
make fast progress.
Features:
Complete with depower controlbar and chickenloop
Ready-to-fly set
Simple handling - uncomplicated flight characteristics
Large wind range
Multiple adjustment options
Intended to by used with a waist or seat harness

Includes Depower controlbar with chickenloop
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Wind Meters

Click here to Shop This Catagory at
www.pksdistribution.com

Hall Wind Meter
For many years, the Hall Windmeter has been a
popular airspeed indicator for hang gliders,
paragliders, ultralights, kiteboarding and other wind
sports. It never needs batteries so it can be used
anytime. There's a small port near the bottom you
point directly into the wind and the speed is
indicated by the red disc's height inside the
windmeter.

Size
4.5"
7.5"
7.5"

Measurement
7-30 mph
7-55 mph
7-80 mph
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Weatherflow Weather Meter
The WeatherFlow WEATHER Meter is the first
WIRELESS Bluetooth® Smart portable and mountable
weather station under $100 that syncs up to Smart
phones and devices so you can record, share, and save all
the weather data you could need. Works with iPhone,
iPad, iPod, and all major Android devices.
The WeatherFlow WEATHER Meter is the first of its
kind by a US-based manufacturer, having been
engineered here then calibrated at the University of
Florida's Aerospace Engineering Department as an
amazingly-priced followup to their very popular WIND
meter for phones and other smart devices. You know
WeatherFlow from their Wind Meters already, but also
iKitesurf.com, iWindsurf.com, Wind Alert, SailFlow,
FishWeather. Needless to say, they've been around, they
know windmeters, and this revolutionary product with
Bluetooth® Smart technology is no exception to their goal
to view and share live-action weather around the world
with a great product at an affordable price.)
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WeatherFlow Wireless Bluetooth WIND Meter
WeatherFlow WINDmeters are pocket-sized
anemometers that capture highly accurate wind
measurements. You can record data in a variety of
compatible apps including the free Wind & Weather
Meter app and share reports instantly via email, SMS,
Twitter, Instagram, and more.
WINDmeter connects wirelessly to your smartphone up
to 100 feet away. From sailors to farmers, now anyone
can capture and share accurate wind data with the
WINDmeter.
Features:
- Wind speed (avg, gust, apparent, true)
- Wind direction (magnetic, true)
- Crosswind, headwind, tailwind
- Wireless connection up to 100 ft away
- Wind Range 2-125mph


Skywatch Wind - Wind And Tempature Meter
A pioneer in the field of hand-held anemometers, JDC
Electronic has been focusing its know-how on the
development of quality anemometers since 1984 with its
Skywatch brand, bringing together two watchwords:
simplicity & efficiency.
The Skywatch Wind measures wind speed, air
temperature and wind-chill rapidly and accurately. Small
enough to bring anywhere, insensitive to dust and shock
with a user-replaceable propeller, the newest member of
the JDC family is designed and manufactured in
Switzerland.
Features:
Wind speed
Maximum wind speed
Lifetime maximum wind speed
Air temperature
Wind chill (perceived temperature)

Limited Edition


Skywatch Xplorer 1
Built in Switzerland, the Skywatch Xplorer 1 windmeter
is a extremely accurate way to measure the wind. Small,
compact, and rugged, the Xplorer 1 is one of the easiest
ways to know what the wind is doing. The Xplorer 1 is
used in construction, HVAC, industrial hygiene, sailing,
boating, wind surfing, kite boarding, hang gliding, parasports, ballooning, aviation and more.
Measurements:
Windspeed
Maximum windspeed

Features

Dimension: 3.5 x 1.5 x 0.75 in, 2 oz. (41 x 93 x 17 mm, 50 g)
One button
Backlight
Completely sealed; internal sensors
Weatherproof (can be submerged 6 feet)
Replaceable CR2032 lithium battery lasts for several years of regular use
Stainless steel back
Auto-off after one minute (can be disabled to remain on)
Included lanyard
One year warranty
Designed in Switzerland
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Skywatch BL300
Skywatch BL300 is a complete weather station connected to your
smartphone via Bluetooth wireless technology. It accurately
measures wind speed, temperature, humidity, and measured data
can be stored and shared on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram or
bl.skywatch.ch. The Skywatch BL300 is especially dedicated to all
outdoor activities like sailing, kite surfing, paragliding, hiking as well
as professional use such for agriculture, construction, and more.
Measurements:
Windspeed Wind Direction
Temperature Wind Chill
Heat Index Humidity Dew
Point
Features:
Omnidirectional propeller
Retractable sensor protects the sensor during storage and travel
Low inertia sensor measures accurately at low wind speeds
Bluetooth connection and battery level status indicators
Powered by rechargeable battery via micro USB, with charging indicator
Dimensions: Ø26 x 116 mm (closed, without clip)
Weight: 66g (without clip)
Made from anodized aluminum
Protection class IP67
Swiss official calibration
Black wrist strap
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Skywatch BL400
Skywatch BL400 is a complete weather station connected to your
smartphone via Bluetooth wireless technology. It accurately
measures wind speed, temperature, humidity, and measured data
can be stored and shared on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram or
bl.skywatch.ch. The Skywatch BL400 is especially dedicated to all
outdoor activities like sailing, kite surfing, paragliding, hiking as
well as professional use such for agriculture, construction, and
more.
Measurements:
Windspeed
Temperature
Heat Index Dew
Point Altitude

Wind Direction
Wind Chill
Humidity
Pressure
QNH

Features:
Omnidirectional propeller
Retractable sensor protects the sensor during storage and travel
Low inertia sensor measures accurately at low wind speeds
Bluetooth connection and battery level status indicators
Powered by rechargeable battery via micro USB, with charging indicator
Dimensions: Ø26 x 116 mm (closed, without clip)
Weight: 66g (without clip)
Made from anodized aluminum
Protection class IP67
Swiss official calibration
Black wrist strap
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Skywatch BL500
Skywatch BL500 is a complete weather station connected to your
smartphone via Bluetooth wireless technology. It accurately
measures wind speed, temperature, humidity, and measured data
can be stored and shared on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram or
bl.skywatch.ch. The Skywatch BL500 is especially dedicated to all
outdoor activities like sailing, kite surfing, paragliding, hiking as
well as professional use such for agriculture, construction, and
more.
Measurements:
Windspeed
Temperature
Heat Index Dew
Point Altitude
UV Index

Wind Direction
Wind Chill
Humidity
Pressure
QNH

Features:
Omnidirectional propeller
Retractable sensor protects the sensor during storage and travel
Low inertia sensor measures accurately at low wind speeds
Bluetooth connection and battery level status indicators
Powered by rechargeable battery via micro USB, with charging indicator
Dimensions: Ø26 x 116 mm (closed, without clip)
Weight: 66g (without clip)
Made from anodized aluminum
Protection class IP67
Swiss official calibration
Black wrist strap
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Skywatch EOLE Wind Meter
Eole by JDC is a hand-held anemometer with deluxe features.
The large, easy-to-read display shows instant windspeed,
maximum windspeed, and average windspeed all at once, while
the 54mm impeller on the Eole provides very accurate readings
without worrying about the position of the instrument. The
polyethylene foam grip makes the Eole comfortable to hold, and
the whole device is WATERPROOF and Floats!
Measurements:

Instant windspeed
Maximum windspeed
Average windspeed

Features:
Omnidirectional impeller
Protective cap for the impeller
Backlight
Floats and waterproof
Average windspeed can be calculated over a time of 3 seconds to 24 hours
Threaded Base llows it to mount on a tripod for stability and accuracy (1/4" trip mount)
Powered by 2 AA batteries
One year warranty
Designed in Switzerland
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Skywatch METEOS Wind Meter
Meteos offers you a hand-held Anemometer/Thermometer with deluxe
features. The large, easy-to-read display shows instant windspeed,
maximum windspeed, average windspeed, instant temperature,
maximum temperature, average temperature, minimum temperature, and
wind chill factor all at once, while the 54mm impeller on the Meteos
provides very accurate readings without worrying about the position of
the instrument. The polyethylene foam grip makes the Meteos
comfortable to hold, and the whole device is WATERPROOF and Floats!
Measurements:
Instant windspeed
Average windspeed
Maximum temperature
Minumum temperature

Maximum windspeed
Instant temperature
Average temperature (3s to 24h)
Wind chill factor

Features:
Omnidirectional impeller
Protective cap for the impeller
Backlight
Floats and waterproof
Average windspeed can be calculated over a time of 3 seconds to 24 hours
Threaded Base allows it to mount on a tripod for stability and accuracy (1/4" trip mount)
Powered by 2 AA batteries
One year warranty
Designed in Switzerland
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Skywatch ATMOS Wind Meter
The Skywatch Atmos is designed specifically for the agricultural and
scientific markets. Wind speed, temperature, and relative humidity are
measured. Windchill and dewpoint are calculated on the Atmos. This
unit is by far the best device for measuring windspeed, temperature, and
humidity. It is simple to use, accurate, and dependable. The hygrometer
never needs calibration, maintaining its high accuracy over the life of the
product.
Measurements:
Instant windspeed
Average windspeed
Maximum temperature
Minumum temperature
Instant humidity
Average humidity
Dew point

Maximum windspeed
Instant temperature
Average temperature
Wind chill factor
Maximum humidity
Minumum humidity

Features:
Omnidirectional impeller
Protective cap for the impeller
Backlight
Floats and waterproof
Average windspeed can be calculated over a time of 3 seconds to 24 hours
Threaded Base allows it to mount on a tripod for stability and accuracy (1/4" trip mount)
Powered by 2 AA batteries
One year warranty
Designed in Switzerland
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Accessories

Click here to Shop This Catagory at
www.pksdistribution.com

Self Launch Tool
PKS Self Launch Tool: We would like to
introduce you to another innovative product
that most everyone can use! This little tool is
what every kiteboarder needs in their arsenal.
For those days when everyone else is working
and you find yourself alone at your favorite kite
spot and no one to launch or land your kite.
Now you're no longer limited to needing
someone to launch or land your kite.

Features:

Extra Large Heavy Duty Carabiner
Easy Attachable Larks Head Webbing
Velcro Attachment for quick easy storage
Cushioned Grip on Carabiner
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Self Launch Sand Anchor
This Self-Launch Beach Anchor can be used to
self-launch your kite with nothing around but sand or
rocks. This is truly the best Sand Anchor you'll find,
because you don't have to drill as with a stake and it
folds up into nearly the size of your hand. Also, you
can store it with your kite because there are not sharp
points or edges to cut your gear unlike a dog stake!
Don't puncture your very expensive and important
gear with harder-to-use and more expensive equip
ment.
Features:
-

Holds Up to 40 Pounds of Sand
High Strength Materials
Leaves the Sand at the Beach
Compatible with Self Launch Tool
Fold up small for easy storage



OVHD Surf Hat Lanyards
OVHD - Overhead Surf - Cap-Safe Retainer:
The Hat Leash is finally here! New from
Overhead Surf is the Cap-Safe Retainer
lanyard. Simply attached to your hat or cap
and ensures that if it does get blown off your
head, it stays with you.
Features:
Break away snap connection
Hook/Loop for hat connection

Available Colors:
Black
Blue
Neon Green
Orange
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EZ Leash Connect
PKS EZ Leash Connect is a simple way to
add a connection point to any harness for
kitesurfing or windsurfing. Made of very
strong but lightweight webbing and a thick,
high-load stainless steel marine-grade ring,
it can easily larkshead around your
spreader bar, tensioner (adjustment) straps,
tow handle, or other secure parts of your
harness.
Just larkshead the webbing onto a strong
convenient place, and you've got the perfect
place to clip your safety leash. Check out
the video below to see how simple and
effective is the PKS EZ Leash Connect.
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PKS Changing Towel
The PKS Changing Towel lets you quickly
change clothes for your next kiteboarding
session without waisting time or getting
arrested for indecent exposure. The simple
design is hand-crafted in the U.S. and
reinforced in all the right areas to make sure it
lasts. The Changing Towel also makes a great
gift for any water sports enthusiast.

Colors will vary, but you can request
custom colors and we will do our best to
accommodate.
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Hitch Safe
Here is the solution for any surfers or
kiteboarders looking for a secure, fast, easy way
to store their keys while out on the water. The
HitchSafe slides into your current standard 2"
Hitch Receiver on your Truck, SUV or Van and
is secured inside the Receiver Hitch via two bolt
retaining bars inside the HitchSafe. The Hitch
Receiver itself is a solid steel vault that combined
with the HitchSafe provides the most secure
location on your vehicle to store spare keys,
credit cards, cash and driver's license!!
To access your keys you simply release the
Rubber dust cover (made to look like any normal
Hitch Cover), enter in your personal 4 number
dial combination, which then releases the drawer
and allows access to your keys, cards or more...
The HitchSafe easily installs/uninstalls in
seconds with no tools required!
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Sand Weight
The PKS Kite Sand Weight Bag is an essential
item for kiteboarders. You can use the sand
weight bag to stop your kite from blowing away
on a windy day, reduce wear on your kite sail by
stopping fluttering when the kite is parked, and it
can also be used for self launching. It also works
great to self-launch a foil kite if you have a grassy
launch spot.
Just fill the sand weight bag 3/4's of the way full
with sand and close with the velcro. The sand
weight bag's double-fold velcro closure system
prevents sand from coming out when you don't
want it to. The four separate compartments for
sand allow the bag to be laid over the leading
edge of the kite and not have all the sand rush to
the tips of the bag. Tough and durable material
will take a beating and heavy-duty webbing will
take the load of the sand and then some. Every
kiter could use one or two of these.
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Wet Bag / Changing Mat
The Ozone Wet Bag doubles as a changing mat
and is perfect for changing on the go. Changing on
the mat helps keep sand off your wetsuit and also
keeps your car dry and less sandy from all the weat
gear. Circular design has no seams to leak and
heavy duty pull cord cinches the edge of the mat to
enclose your wet gear.
When flat the wet bag is 3ft across.
Features:
Easy pull drawstring
Made from heavy duty polyurethane laminate
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Wetsuit Ankle Cuff Straps
The PKS Wetsuit Ankle Cuff Straps prevent
water shooting up your wetsuit and filling up the
legs with water.
No one likes to ride with water-balloon cankles
from excessive up-spray, but many suits don't
come with ankle cuffs because the suits are not
made specifically for kiteboarding or quality
ankle cuffs are not easy to find for sale. PKS
solves both of these problems by making ankle
cuffs easy to find, affordable to buy, and universal
in application with any wetsuit.
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Woo Sports Tracker
Over the past years Woo has learned, listened,
and poured their hearts into what we do. They
took everything you love about WOO and made
it better. New features, new ways to play, and a
complete redesign. Check out all the ways they?
ve made WOO even more fun in the below video.
The next chapter of WOO is here!
Join an interactive game that connects riders
around the world in kiteboarding, wakeboarding,
snowboarding, and freeskiing with one main
goal: to get out and play more. Record every
jump and trick while earning achievements,
explore new spots, and challenging your friends
as your riding progresses.
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Hardware

Click here to Shop This Catagory at
www.pksdistribution.com

M8 Brass Hydrofoil T-Nut
M8 Hydrofoil Track Brass T-Nuts
Extra brass T-nuts for your tracked
hydrofoil. These are salt water approved
and perfect for all track systems. They
are M8 standard metric threads which is
the convention for most hydrofoil tracks.
Sold Individually so you can get only
what you need.
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M8 Stainless Steel/Low Profile Hydrofoil T-Nut
M8 Hydrofoil Track Stainless Steel T-Nuts
These are low profile replacement M8
Stainless Steel T-nuts for the any hydrofoil
that uses the M8 T-nut, which just about all
Tracked hydrofoils. These are low profile
meaning they are thinner than stock brass
T-nuts by about 2.2mm from top to bottom
but STRONGER..
Sold Individually so you can get only what
you need.
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M6 Stainless Steel/Low Profile Hydrofoil T-Nut
M6 Hydrofoil Track Stainless Steel T-Nuts
These are Replacement M6 Stainless Steel
T-nuts for the any hydrofoil that uses the
M6 T-nut including Takuma, Naish and
others These are hard to get replacements
that we now have in stock. They are sold
individually, so if you need a set of 4 make
sure to buy 4 of them. Watch the video
below for our testing of the M8 version
against the brass version.
Here are the total dimensions of this part:
Track width: 8.5mm
Total width: 14.9mm
Total length: 23.9mm
Total height: 6.20mm
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M8 Stainless Steel Socket Head Screws
M8 Hydrofoil Mounting Screws
These are M8 Stainless Steel screws for any
hydrofoil that uses the M8 T-nut, which
just about all Tracked hydrofoils. These
are Hex Head(socket cap), counter sink
screws
Sold individually
Available Sizes/Lengths:
M8 x 20mm
M8 x 25mm
M8 x 30mm
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M6 Stainless Steel Socket Head Screws
M6 Hydrofoil Mounting Screws
These are M6 Stainless Steel screws for any
hydrofoil that uses the M6 T-nut, which
just about all Tracked hydrofoils. These
are Hex Head(socket cap), counter sink
screws
Sold individually
Available Sizes/Lengths:
M6 x 20mm
M6 x 25mm
M6 x 30mm
M6 x 35mm
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M8 Brass Hydrofoil T-Nut & Screw Set
M8 Brass Hydrofoil Track T-Nuts and
Stainless Steel M8 x 25mm Mounting
Screws - Set
These are Replacement M8 Brass T-nuts
and Stainless Steel M8 x 25mm
Mounting Screws for the any hydrofoil
that uses the M8 T-nut including
Slingshot, North and others. These are
hard to get replacements that we now
have in stock. They are sold as a
complete set..
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M8 Stainless Steel Hydrofoil T-Nut & Screw Set
M8 Hydrofoil Track Stainless Steel TNuts and M8 x 25mm Mounting
Screws - Set
These are Replacement M8 Stainless
Steel T-nuts and M8 x 25mm Mounting
Screws for the any hydrofoil that uses
the M8 T-nut including Slingshot,
North and others. These are hard to get
replacements that we now have in stock.
They are sold as a complete set.
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M6 Stainless Steel Hydrofoil T-Nut & Screw Set
M6 Hydrofoil Track Stainless Steel T-Nuts
and M6 x 25mm Mounting Screws - Set
These are Replacement M6 Stainless Steel Tnuts and M6 x 25mm Mounting Screws for the
any hydrofoil that uses the M6 T-nut including
Takuma, Naish and others. These are hard to
get replacements that we now have in stock.
They are sold as a complete set.
Here are the total dimensions of the track nuts:
Track width: 8.5mm
Total width: 14.9mm
Total length: 23.9mm
Total height: 6.20mm
Mounting Screws are M6 x 25mm Socket Head
Screws
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M6 Stainless Steel Studs and Cone Nut Set
Cone Nut Set with M6 Studs
This is the Wizardhat Cone Nuts with m6 x
25mm Studs. These are perfect for boardsa
with M6 Inserts like the Crazyfly F-Lite, Chill
and Pure. This is a low profile and simple
connection that will allow you to attach any foil
to a board with M6 Inserts.
Set includes 4 Cone Nuts with M6 Studs
Available Stud Lengths:
20mm
25mm
30mm
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M6 Stainless Steel Studs and Flanged Nut Set
Flanged Nut Set with M6 Studs
The least expensive option for mounting a foil
on a board with insets. Flanged Nuts with m6 x
25mm Studs. These are perfect for boards with
M6 Inserts like the Crazyfly F-Lite, Chill and
Pure. This is a low profile and simple
connection that will allow you to attach any foil
that has a flat Mounting plate to a board with
M6 Inserts.
Set includes 4 Flanged Nuts with M6 Studs
Available Stud Lengths:
20mm
25mm
30mm
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The #1 Wingboarding Lesson Tool
Click here to Shop This Catagory at
www.pksdistribution.com

Expand Wingboarding Out of The Water
School Pricing Available

Why Wind Carver?
The Wind Carver is the ideal longboard skateboard
for cruising, carving, land paddling, and
Wingboarding or Kiteboarding on Land. It's an
exhilarating longboard to ride that "feels" like riding
waves on asphalt and is easy and fun to ride even if
you've never been on a skateboard before.
The Wind Carver's unique 7" diameter wheels float
over cracks and small rocks that would stop smaller
wheels while the flat profile and sharp edge tires
provide excellent grip to the ground. The larger and
dropped deck gives riders a wider and more stable
stance. The deck is made of bamboo outside and
Canadian maple inside with a layer of fiberglass for
added stiffness for the perfect balance of flex,
durability, and stiffness and and clear sand finished
grip on top.
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Wind Carver Features

Large 7" diameter
polyurethane wheels

Dropped deck, Low to
ground for maximum
carve

Reverse kingpin high
strength trucks.
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See The Wind Carver In Action Here

Get going in as little as 7mph wind. All you need is a an open area
or a wide boardwalk and you are Carving it up!
Back to Index/Shortcuts

2023 Products

Because we believe in our made in Europe kites and
boards quality, construction, and durability, we are
passing these benefits onto our customers. As a result,
since 2019, all CrazyFly kites and kiteboards, have an
industry leading three years warranty. Your kites and
boards are fully covered for three years. This warranty
goes beyond regular warranties and includes crashing
your kite or board in water when learning to progress.

Kites - Bar
SCULP

HYPER

Sizes:
7m | 8m | 9m | 10m | 12m | 14m

Sizes:
7m | 9m | 10m| 12m | 15m

Savvy Bar

SCR Quick release

Delta shape

Premium leather grip

Bar width adjusters

Protected power lines

Auto swivel
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2023 Boards
ELITE III
132 x 41
136 x 41
140 x 42

RAPTOR
EXTREME
132 x 41
135 x 41
138 x 42
140 x 42
142 x 43

RAPTOR
135 x 41
137 x 41
137 x 43
140 x 42
143 x 43

RAPTOR
DIVA
132 x 41
135 x 41

AIR.

132 x 41
136 x 41
140 x 42
143 x 43

RAPTOR
LTD NEON
132 x 41
136 x 41
140 x 42
143 x 43

ACTON
135 x 40
138 x 40
138 x 43
140 x 42
145 x 44
145 x 48

CRUISER LW
154 x 44
160 x 44

CHILL
115 x 44
130 x 46

F-LITE
99 x 44
115 x 44

RAPTOR

LTD

Click here to Shop This Catagory at
www.pksdistribution.com

SLICER
154 x 44
160 x 44

PURE
77 x 43
88 x 43
99 x 44

Cruz

ALU/CARBON HYBRID FOIL

Cruz 1000
Smooth carving.

Cruz 1200
Endless play time.

Cruz 690
One for all.

Mast length:
50 cm
70 cm
90 cm

Set weight:
2.8 kg
3.2 kg
3.5 kg

Mast length:
50 cm
70 cm
90 cm

Set weight:
2.9 kg
3.3 kg
3.6 kg

Mast length:
50 cm
70 cm
90 cm

Set weight:
3.2 kg
3.5 kg
3.8 kg
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Ozone Repair Parts

Click here to Shop This Catagory at
www.pksdistribution.com

Ozone Repair Parts
We stock more Ozone parts than anyone. If you need it,
chances are we have it. Here is a list of just some of the parts
that we keep in stock, if you do not see what you need, give us a
call, we order parts on a regular basis and we can get it for you!
Bladders (Most Recent 3 Models)
Leashes
Trimmer Bracket
Stopper Balls
Depower Lines(all years)
Flag Out Lines(all years)
Line Sets
Pigtails
Flag Out Ring
Click here to Shop This Catagory at
www.pksdistribution.com

Trimmer Bracket Lines
Race Depower Line
Click In Loop
Complete Click In Loop Upgrade Kit
Trim Line
Megatron Harness Loop Repair Kit
P/U Cover Center Lines
Complete Speed System
Speed System Lines Only
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Wingboarding Accessories

ON - Airlight Inflatable Wingoard - 110L
With zero compromises on performance, the Airlight
Inflatable Wingboard is your new wing-foiling or Paddle
foiling go-to The best priced iWB All Around performance
board on the market. We have equipped our proven shapes
with additional features to improve performance at the
best value out there. The Airlight features a Super stiff
bottom carbon plate with track system and hand hold slot.
For adventure seekers or travel enthusiasts, the Airlight
Inflatable packs up into a Back Pack, making your next
adventure even easier and more accessable.
Features:
-Double Layer Rails
-Foil Track System
-Board Bag
-Double Layer Rails - On inflatables are built with a wide,
double PVC layer on the rail. This provides great
durability, increased longevity and enhanced stiffness.
-High Pressure Rated - 15PSI
Size:
-Hover Inflatable 110L 5'6" x 28" x 6"



ON - Airlight Inflatable Wingoard - 110L

Carbon Fiber Foil
Track System

Board Bag with Storage
Pocket and Backpack
Straps

Double Layer Rails, Kick
Tail Deck Pad, Double
Leash Attachemnt Points

High Pressure Pump
Included

Repair Kit
Included


PKS Universal Adjustable Harness Line
PKS Adjustable/Universal Wingboarding
Harness line.
The PKS Adjustable Wingboarding
Harness line is adjustable for length and
will attach to wings with handles as well as
wings with a boom.

PKS Smart Leash System
The PKS Smart Wing Leash System includes the PKS
Smart Cuff, a wrist cuff with multiple "locking" features
to ensure the leash is not inadvertantly pulled off your
wrist. The Elite Universal leah line with locking Larks
Head Loops and the PKS Quick Connect Pigtail for
quick and easy connections to any wing
Features:
Pull Tabs on Leash Line Ends
High Strength Spectra Leash Line
Locking Larks Head Loops On Leash Line
Smart Cuff with Mutiple "locking" Features
Quick Conect Pigtail
Flat Lock, Low profile lay flat tounge
Over Lock perpindicular locking tab
Reeninforced Leash Connection Point
Extra Wide Closure Loop
Comfortable Neoprene Wrist lining
Sizes:
Small - 52"(relaxed) - 72"Stretched (2-4m Wing)
Large - 60"(relaxed) - 88"Stretched (5-7m Wing)



PKS Smart Wrist Cuff
The PKS Smart Cuff is a purpose built Wrist cuff for
wingboarding that has two different "locking" features.
The first is the Flat Lock low profile "tounge" that keeps
the velcro closure flat and even help to prevent
anything getting under it and opening the wrist leash.
The second is The Over Lock perpindicular velcro
closure that closes across the main velcro strap to
prevent the wrist cuff strap from inadvertantly being
opened.
Features:
-

High Grade Hook and Loop
Smart Cuff with Mutiple "locking" Features
Flat Lock, Low profile lay flat tounge
Over Lock perpindicular locking tab
Reeninforced Leash Connection Point
Extra Wide Closure Loop
Comfortable Neoprene Wrist lining

Sizes:
Small - 52"(relaxed) - 72"Stretched (2-4m Wing)
Large - 60"(relaxed) - 88"Stretched (5-7m Wing)



PKS Elite Universal Wing Leash Line
The PKS Wing Leash is made using heavy duty 3/16"
Spectra hollow core line with high elasticity bungee
line inside. The ends have 7/64th spectra line that has
been wrapped and sewn in place creating a locking
larks head for the ultimate strength, security, and
versatility. By using the 7/64" spectra line for the loops,
you are able to easily connect to multiple wing or
harness connection types sush as hand shake, larks
head, or ring connections. This combination gives you
strength, versatility and eas of use.
Features:
- Pull Tabs on Leash Ends
- High Strength Spectra Line
- Locking Larks Head Loops
Sizes:
Small - 52"(relaxed) - 72"Stretched (2-4m Wing)
Large - 60"(relaxed) - 88"Stretched (5-7m Wing)


PKS Quick Connect Pigtail
With Stopper Ball
New From PKS - Quick Connect Pigtail Set w/Stopper
*Sold Individually
Designed to be used with Wing leashes for a quick
connect and removal from one wing to another. No
need to have a leash for every wing, just easily move
your leash from wing to wing using the Quick Connect
pigtail with stopper ball.
Features:
-4 Inches Loop-Stopper Ball Length
-16mm Ronstan Stopper Ball
-Full Length splice secured with precision
micro stitching
-100% High Strength Low Wear Spectra Line
-Sold Individually


PKS Wingboarding Rigid Handle/Boom
Harness Line Easy Connect
PKS Wingboarding Rigid Handle/Boom Harness Line
Easy Connect
The PKS Wingboarding Harness Line Easy Connect
Adapter is an adapter for attaching the Wingboard Harness Line to a boom or rigin Handle on your wing.
Sizes:
Small - Up to 3.5" Circumference (Most Rigid Handles)
Large - Up to 4" Circumference (Larger Diameter Booms
like the Duotone Boom)
Includes 1 Harness Line Easy Connect

See How
It Works:


PKS Wingboarding Webbing Loop Adapter
PKS Wingboarding Harness Line
Webbing Loop Adapter
The PKS Wingboarding Harness
Line Webbing Loop Adapter is an
adapter for attaching the
Wingboard Harness Line to the
boom on your wing.
A Universal fit, you can use these to
attach to any Boom or hard handle
wing like the Unit, or Cyclone.
Includes 1 Webbing Loop Boom
Connector.
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Ozone Connect Wing Harness
The Connect Wing harness The Connect Wing Harness
V1 makes riding longer distances a real pleasure,
giving you time to relax your arms and maximise your
session. The slim-line lightweight design offers
ultimate freedom of movement when unhooked with
support to hook in, lean back and cruise when you
want.
The Connect Wing harness has been designed to
comfortably slide on skin and neoprene. It can easily
be rotated around your waist when lying on a board
to paddle, keeping the hook away from the board and
avoiding damage. An open angle Spreader Bar hook
allows easy hooking in and out.
Sizes:
XS 72-77cm / 28.3-30.3"
S 75-80cm / 29.5-31.5"
M 79-85cm / 31.1-33.5"
L 84-90cm /33.1-35.4"
XL 89-96cm / 35.0-37.8"
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